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“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAYING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS,”
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NO. 44.

they arrived at the point where hands were to the Swiss have little money, and they wish to superadditions of men, and revive the old reli tion, when the yoke of foreign spiritual domin
be joined. Several women caught hold of the keep it. They think it is not just to draw from gion of Jesus Christ.”—Dublin Journal.
ion was broken, the article of faith were restor
From the Chuichman.
still veiled bride, and pulled her by main a poor country to enrich a foreign prince, who
ed tc> their primitive purity, and the original con
thoughts on death,
strength half across the room, towards her in spends his life* in feasting and effeminacy.
From the Southern Churchman.
stitution of tb.e ministry, though still cumbered
Suggested by the removal fiom us, by death, of our vene* tended husband, and several men at the same
8. The number of festivals and fast days shall
bj arrangements resulting from its connection
THE GLORY OF THE CHURCH,
rated father in God, Bishop White, and since by the time pushed the bridegroom, who was at first be reduced.
A sermon hy the Rev. J. Johns, D. D., delivered in with the civil power, wrs preserved. Through
very sudden departure of the Rev. Benjamin Holmes, of
The lands of the Protestants are better culti
Christ Church, Baltimore, June 5, 183G, being the first this channel the important trust has been coinOrange, Ne\v-Jersey, of respected and amiable memory. equally determined in his modest reluctance,but
Sunday after the consecration of the building to the ser municated to the 1 tolestant Episcopal Church
finally yielded, and advanced towards the bride. vated in Switzerland than the lands of the Cath
My timid, shrinking soul, say why,
vice
of Almighty God. Published by the Vestry.
A smart struggle then ensued before he could olics, and Protestant laborers are more in de
in these United States. Without designing or
Why dost thou dread thus death ? To die
secure her hand. In this, however, he at length mand than Catholic laborers, because Catholics
Is but the dawn of life, the gray
The foundation of this discourse is Haggai desiring to sit in judgment on ecclesiastical
Dark mists of life then fade away;
succeeded, and took a standing attitude near celebrate so many feasts to the Virgin Mary ii. 7, “I will fill this house with glory, saith the communities differently constituted from our
Celestial visions, hovering near,
the ecclesiastics. An hour and a half more and the saints. The Conference of Lucerne Lord of Hosts.” The connection of the text own, we may be permitted to say, that if thero
Shall whisper ^est and peace are there;
elapsed,
and the regular amount of reading was perceived the cause of the evil and sought to having been explained, the design of the dis be any value in a ministry framed in accordance
Death’s shadowy vale thy Lord has trod—
completed. Then, first the bishop, and after remedy it by an article demanding the diminu course is stated—“to bring distinctly to view with the primitive model, and derived in unbro
Fear not, ’t will bring thee home to God.
wards the multitude, we among the rest, advan tion of feast days.
the truth, that the glory of an edifice erected ken succession from Christ and his apostles,
Who gave thy heart to seek for grace,
ced and kissed the married pair.
9. The government shall have the oversight for religious purposes, does not consist in its that privilege pertains to the Church with
To mourn for sin? who could efface
In the midst of the wedding ceremony, the of the seminaries.
The love of this world’s pomp and show
material splendor, in the purity of its architec which we are connected. If there be a minis
With its best joys? who made thee know
father of one of the priests of the village came
This is just, because the state and treasury tural order, or in the richness of its furniture, try bearing commission in the name of Christ,
Of better hopes than life can give,
I in, approached Dr. Grant, and formally and ve- pay most of the expenses of these ecclesiastical but in the presence of Him who is the ‘Lord o/" it is to be found here. Where they officiate,
And taught thee’t was not life to live ?
j ry heartily presented to him his son, the priest, seminaries. If the state was separated from the glory.' ”
he is; on his own principle of interpretation,
’T was Jesus, he, the grace has given
' as an expression of gratitude for the doctor’s church, as in the United States, the civil officers
To seek for pardon, peace, and heaven.
In prosecuting this design the author inquires representatively present; and when they con
' having cured the young man of an inveterate could have no pretence for overseeing the semi “what kind of presence tin’s statement contem form to his instructions, they may confidently
And will he leave thee, trembling soul,
; disease. During the marriage services, Mar naries; but this right should belong to them, so plates, and defines it to be ‘his special favorable calculate upon his blessing, or his promise fails,
Just now, when panting near the goal,
! Elias, the aged bishop residing at Geog Tapa, long as the public treasury supports these insti presence through the agency of his Spirit, by for he entered it into the commission under
When life’s last moments haste to Hy,
Think’st thou he ’ll leave thee lone to die?
j also came in. He saluted us very cordially in tutions.
whose influences the blessings of that salvation which they hold their office: “Lo, I am with
No, no; my soul, be comforted,
English, shaking hands with each of us, and as
10. Couvents and others religious communi which he has accomplished are applied to you alway, even unto the end of the world.”—
And lift on high thy drooping head;
often repeating, “Good morning,” with admira ties shall be obliged to employ a part of their men.’ ” In answer to the question, “When we Now, my brethren, as this house is consecrated
He who this grace has given, will ha
ble distinctness. I was much gratified to meet revenues in supporting schools.
may promise to ourselves this invaluable privi to Christ with a view to the services of this
Thy portion through eternity!
with such a reception from Mar Elias. His
A very wise and useful measure: for it is lege in connection with the services of the ministry, it surely is not presumption to hope,
Nor death’s cold grasp, nor hell’s dark wave
cautious distance, when I first met with him last much better to open new schools and improve sanctuary?” the author has the following re that if its duties are faithfully performed, he
Can harm thee; Jesus Christ will save.
year, I am now confident arose from his appre those which exist, than to support lazy monks marks :—
will here manifest his gracious presence and
The spirit’s groaning, sorrow’s tear,
Contrition, anguish, God will hear.
hension, that I was an emissary of Rome. His in indolence.
‘To this question we may reply, 1. When power.
His mercy leads thee, chastenings mild
evident delight in catching and using a few
H. Convents shall be subordinate to the jur those services are conducted by persons com
‘2. Again, this blessing, so ardently to be deHave call’d thee home, God’s wandering child;
phrases of our language, as is also the case with isdiction of the bishops.
missioned in the name and officiating under the sired, we may hope for when the Gospel of the
Rejoice thee then, to tread that shore,
In every age, the secular clergy have inspired authority of the great Head of the Church.— kingdom is'truly preached. Jesus did not leave
Where imperfection grieves no more.
M. A. W. multitudes, is very encouraging, as an index of
their interest in us and our object. Mar Elias more confidence in the people than the regular The circumstances connected with the institu it to the ministry which he commissioned, to
took his seat by my side, and often translated to clergy, and the motives is obvious which has tion of the Christian ministry, are briefly but originate a message, to devise a system of doc
THE OBSERVER
me in a whisper parts of the services which I dictated this article.
distinctly detailed by the inspired historians. trines and precepts, or to arrange* the terms of
could not understand, from the rapidity with
12. The ecclesiastical authorities shall have In John xx. 19, we read, that on the evening admission to the divine favor. On these impor
For the Gambier Observer.
which they were chanted.
no right to confer benefices, the right of patron of the first day of the week, “when the doors tant points he has taken care, personally, and
CONVENTION.
After the services were closed, the married age.
were shut where the disciples were assembled, by the inspiration of the Holj Ghost, to furnish
The time is at hand when the Church in this pair, and the officiating ecclesiastics, who had
13. The civil power shall appoint the high for fear of the Jews, came Jesus, and stood them with full and explicit instructions, which
Diocese is to assemble in Convention, and for till then, nearly one o’clock in the afternoon, ea er officers of instruction.
in the midst, and said unto them, Peace be he has likewise caused to be recorded, and to be
one, Mr. Editor I am anticipating a season of ten nothing that day, retired to take some re
14s The clergy shall swear allegiance to the unto you. And when he had so said, lie show perpetuated in his Church. We have them in
rich spiritual enjoyment, and I presume that all freshment.—Miss. Herald.
state.
ed unto them his hands and his side. Then our possession, and on strict adherence to these,
areindulging in the same delightful expectation.
Such are the fourteen resolutions adopted by were the disciples glad when they saw the the fulfilment of his gracious promise is suspen
But we may be disappointed. The richest
the Conference of Lucerne. The Grand coun Lord. Then said Jesus to them again, Peace ded. The commission reads, “ Preach the
feast is spread in vain for him who has no relish RELIGIOUS STATE OF CATHOLIC SWIT cil of the canton of Berne has sanctioned them be unto you; as my Father hath sent me, even Gospel, teach men to observe all things whatso
ZERLAND.
for its delicacies. We may go up to our solemn
by an immense majority. Some priests of the so send I you. And -when he had said this, ever I have commanded you, and lo, 1 am with
festival and behold the rich provisions ot grace
Bolbec, April, 1835.—It is now a long time valley of Jura have endeavored to excite the he breathed on them, and ^aith unto them, you.” We are to publish his word, unadulter
spread out before us, and yet be unprepared to since several Catholic cantons in Switzerland, people to revolt. They have said that Catho Receive ye the Holy Ghost. Whose soever ated and unmutila’ted, adding nothing and keep
receive either pleasure or profit from them.— and especially those possessing convents and licism would be undone if these articles, should sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them, ing nothing back; and when the truth as it is
Would it not be well then for us all to employ wealthy religious communities, have felt the be executed,they have violently declaimed from and whose soever sins ye retain, they are retain in Jesus is thus preached, we have the express
the short intervening period in preparing our need of limiting the power of the Pope. For the pulpit against the abominable and execrable ed.”
assurance of his presence. Now, my brethren,
selves by self-examination, repentance, prayer, this purpose, representatives were appointed to heretics,who have promulgated these resolutions,
‘Such was their solemn consecration to the when I contemplate the peculiar arrangements
&c. for the holy exercises in which we shall be assemble and hold an ecclesiastical conference, they have published furious articles in the jour office and work of the Christian ministry. At of the Church with which we are connected as
called on to engage—that so we may come, which met at Baden and at Lucerne. Their as nals, and incendiary pamphlets against the the expiration of the forty days, during which a congregation, I feel a proud confidence that
each one with his heart already warmed and an sembly adopted fourteen resolutions, which I Grand Council of Berne: in a word, they have Jesus was seen of them, and spake to them the nothing which human prudence-could do, has
imated by the Holy Spirit, and praying for an will give in substance, because they form a re kindled the flame of insurrection. Hence the things pertaining to the kingdom of God, when been left undone, to secure the faithful perform
outpouring of the . grace of God. The flame markable document in the history of the Chris disturbance which has required the presence of he was about to ascend in his bodily presence to ance of the condition on which this blessing
of devotion and love will then beat once enkin tian church in our age.
an armed force in the districts of Jura. The in the glory which he had with the Father before depends. When I examine the articles of faith
dled and burst forth from every heart, and our
1. The conference demand that the bishop of telligent Catholics have taken no partin the ex the world was, he came and spake to them, which every one who officiates at this altar
solemn meeting will be marked from its com Basle be raised to therank of metropolitan arch citement and the rebels, composed mostly of saying, “All power is given unto me in heaven must have subscribed, I find them what they
mencement to its close as a precious season of bishop, in order to establish a greater eccles ignorants peasants and fanatical women, have and in earth, Go ye therefore and teach all na profess to be, a concise and comprehensive
holyioy, a time of refreshing from the presence iastical unity, and to reduce the Pope’s nuncio been compelled to obey the law. Two priests tions, baptising them in the name of the Father, statement of the essential doctrines of the
of the Lord.
B.
who were at the head of the insurrection, have and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, teach word of God, on their conformity with which
to the condition of a simple charge d’affaires.
Berkshire, Aus;. 12, 1835.
This article is in reality a declaration of hos quit the country, and it is probable that the new ing them to observe all things whatsoever I alone they profess to rest their authority.—tility against the holy see. The Pope’s nuncio law will be executed in all its parts.
have commanded you. And lo 1 I am with you When I iisten to the language of the creed,
A WEDDING AMONG THE NESTORIANS. has exerted hi therto a very extensive ecclesias
We are assured, however, that the Pope is alway, even unto the end of the world.” The which the Church utters by the lips of her min
[Extract from the journal of Mr. Perkins, missionary at tical jurisdiction in Switzerland: he has been, so i very much irritated at the resolutions of the passage apprizes us of the power with which isters and people, I hear a most striking and
Oormiah. J
to speak the head ot the Romish churches of Conference of Lucerne; for these resolutions the apostles were invested to establish and ex simple enunciation of the great facts of our
About eight o’clock in the morning horses that country; but the inhabitants are dissatisfied constitute a real reform in the discipline of the tend the Church, to preach the Gospel and evangelical religion. When I come to analyse
arrived from Geog Tapa, which were sent to with this foreign domination, ’and their aim in Romish church. It is added that the Pope pro minister its ordinances, and to provide for the the service prescribed for the occasions of pub
carry Mrs. Perkins and Mrs. Grant to the wed asking for the establishment of a metropolitan poses to excommunicate as heretical, the can perpetuation of the commission under which lic worship, I find that ample care has been ta
ding. Geog Tapa is a large village, four nnles archbishop, was to confine the authority of the tons which adopt this rule: but the Pope of they acted; for these services were evidently ken to assign a large place, and to give decid
Rome would commit a great mistake, if he designed to continue until the end of the world. ed prominence to sacred Scripture. I see that
distant from the city,inhabited entirely by Nes- nuncio within narrow limits.
torians. It is, in fact, the Nestorian metropolis
2. Regular Synods shall be held, to secure should allow himself to commit such an act of That part of their service, according to which it is not only to be read, and read often, but
of the province of Oormiah. Almost every the execution of the canonical laws, under the violence. Excommunications, thunders from they were the chosen witnesses of the resurrec regularly read; not as the predilection of the
the Vatican, are not powerful enough at this day tion of Jesusj very evidently was confined to minister may determine him, but according to
day since our arrival we had received invita watch of the authorities of the state.
tions from persons belonging there, in addi
It appears by this article, that the Catholics to subdue public opinion, and arrest measures the original apostles themselves. Their minis the systematic arrangement of the Church, so
tion to the formal one from the governor of of Switzerland will not be subjected to the arbi which the nation demands. They will only pro terial authority, as governors of the Church, as to secure the annual publication of its lead
the village, to attend the approaching wedding. trary decisions of the Roman Pontiff; they de duce stronger opposition, and I should not be was transmissible, and intended to be transmit ing portions to all the people. Let the preach
We started about nine o’clock in the morning, mand that the rights of all should be strictly surprised to learn that the Catholics of Switzer ted through others in succession to the end oi er, therefore, be whom he may, and his private
Mar Yohanna accompanying us. The weather maintained, and that the canonical laws be res land should reply to the excommunications of time. The measures which they adopted for interpretations what you please, the congrega
was fine, like a morning of September in Amer pected by the legate of the Pope, as well as the Pope, hy a declaration of independence.— this purpose we learn from the inspired records, tion are sure that from the desk, the pure word
ica, and our ride was delightful. As we ap by the humblest parish curate. The holy see Catholic Switzerland will come sooner or later and from the statements of early Christian writ of Christ will be proclaimed. On this ground
proached the village, a great multitude came does not love synods nor councils,and there are to a complete separation from the holy see. The ers whose works have been preserved. From then, I cannot but conclude, that if the gracious
out, with trumpet and drum, to escort us.—■ good reasons for it: but the Swiss have still bet first steps are taken: many ties are already bro these sources we ascertain that the apostles as promise of Christ’s presence is made to his
“Welcome, welcome,’’eehoirtg from a multitude ter reasons for entertiining an opposite opinion. ken, and the notions of a great reform enter sociated others with them of the same order.— ministers, in connection with the publica
of tongues, and mingling with the rattle of
3. A pragmatic sanction* shall he delivered, more and more into the minds of the people.— Such were Barnabas, and Timothy, and Titus, tion of the Gospel, we have unsurpassed reason
their rude music, made the whole region re to prevent the nuncio of the Pope from infring The following fact took place lately in the Can who participated with them in the superinten to expect that blessing here.
ton of St. Gall. The government ordered that dence of the churches, and in the exercises of
sound. And the most agreeable circumstance ing on the rights of bishops.
‘3. Again, in the gospels we meet with the
of all was, the frequent salutation of “Good
Another barrier against the despotism of the all ecclesiastics who aspired to exercise pasto the power of ordination. This we conceive is following memorable words, uttered by the lips
ral
duties
should
undergo
a
previous
examinamorning,” in English, from numerous boys be legate.
evident from the instructions given by Paul in of the Lord Jesus himself, “Where two or three
longing to the English school, originated by our
4. The royal license shall be required so that i tion The provincial of the capuchins forbade his epistles to two of the persons just named.— are gathered together in ray name, there am I
the rights of the state may be maintained against his subordinates to obey this order of the gov - Next to the apostles, we find a grade of minis in the midst of them.” When persons assem
priest in his native village.
ernment; and in consequence, the government ters denominated presbyters, whose services ble to engage in services which he has prescrib
At length, after passing nearly around the ecclesiastical usurpation.
The Pope’s nuncio pretends to control the ordered all the capuchins who persisted in their appear to have been congregational in their ed, to seek for blessings which he promises, de
village in the midst of a crowd of men, women,
and children, so dense as often completely to political authorities as well as the religious, and disobedience to leave the canton—N. Y. Obs. character, and to have consisted in preaching pending for success on his merits and media
the word and ministering the sacraments of the tion, they are surely gathered together in his
hedge up our horses’ way, we reached the treat with much disdain the sovereign councils
IRELAND.
Gospel. And again in the sixth chapter of the name, and are, therefore, covered by the gra
house of the chief man of the village, where of the cantons. The swiss are tired of this hu
A letter from Mr. Nolan, states the conver Acts we are informed of the appointment, of a cious assurance which we have quoted. You
the wedding was to be attended. The bride miliating yoke; they demand to be masters
groom is his adopted son. A fat ox had just themselves in all civil matters, and not be com sion of Mr. Swayne, to Protestantism, and that third order called deacons, who were set apart are too familiar with the exercises appointed
been knocked down before the door. We en pelled to account to the ambassador of his ho he is about to become a Missionary preacher by the solemn imposition of the hands of the for this place, to need to he reminded that they
tered the house. The bride stood veiled, in liness.—The Pope of Rome aspires ever to med in the latter faith. Another communication in apostles to serve tables, and attend to the daily accord strictly with the directions of Jesus, if
one corner of a very large room, which on our dle with political affairs when the means are the same paper from a Mr. Grotty, who signs ministrations to the poor. These were also, as preaching his word, and prayer, and praise, are
entering was immediately filled to overflowing afforded him, he thinks that the two swords are himself a Catholic priest, states that at Birr, the we perceive in the case of Philip, who was one services which he has enjoined, such form our
by the multitude, the bridegroom among the not at all too heavy for his hand. Unhappily ceremony of the mass was performed in Eng of the number, permitted to preach the word chief occupation in these courts. And with
rest, who had been out to meet us.
for him, the Swiss refuse longer to suffer this lish! The letter which is a curiosity, coming and baptize. Such we believe to have been the regard to the blessings which we are here in
It is the practice of the Nestorians to have usurpation, so agreeable to him who calls him from such a quarter, is as follows;—“We arrangement of the Christian ministry as consti structed to seek, they are distinctly set forth in
the marriage ceremony performed in their self in mockery, the servant of the servants ot have glorious news to communicate to the tuted by those who were invested with the the liturgy prescribed for the place; and they
friends of pure religion, which we trust will be powers for this purpose by the great Head are the very blessings to secure which Jesus
churches, commencing an hour before day-light God.
because the services are very long, and the nup
5. Hereafter there shall be a separation be hailed as the dawn of brighter and happier days of the Church; and it would be difficult to died,—such as the pardon of sins, and peace
tial parties, and the ecclesiastics who participate tween civil and ecclesiastical jurisdiction in mar for Ireland. On this day we have celebrated show that in primitive times any other obtain with God, the gifts and graces of his blessed
the ceremony of the mass in the vernacular ed.
in the performance, are obliged to abstain from riages.
Spirit, the illumination and strength which pre.
‘That Christianity was introduced into Great pare men to do his will, and experience his fa
food on the wedding-day until the ceremony
6. Mixed marriages, between Catholics and tongue. The people were highly edified and de
lighted; and as they left the chapel were heard Britain at a very early period is universally con vor upon earth, and make them meet for his
completed. But in this instance they had de-4 Protestants, shall be sanctioned.
ferred the ceremony till our arrival, ten o’cIock] 7. Taxes on marriage, and other taxes, shall to exclaim, “May God forgive the priests for ceded. (1.) The evidence of antiquity favors presence and glory in heaven. If these be not
having so long kept us in the dark. We never the idea that the Apostle Paul himself visited in keeping with his direction and promise, we
in the forenoon; and instead of assembling at be reduced.
should be utterly at a loss what to ask. Need
the church, for our better convenience, had
The last three articles are very important ; heard a mass until this day!’ We have reform that island.
‘(2.) It is moreover certain, that the Church I say that the forms of devotion prepared for
’ prepared to perform the service at this dwell for one principal means of the Pope’s authority ed the Roman Missal, and expunged excep
was the absolute power he exercises in marriage tionable passages, prayers for the dead, with in that region was organized in conformity with our "use, recognise success as depending on his
ing.
. .
As the crowd drew up around us, in anticipa affairs. But when the civil rite of marriage many other parts of the canon. We have also the primitive pattern to which we have advert merits and mediation? I should only declare
tion of the commencement of the services, Mar shall be separated from the religious blessing changed the substance ot the mass. In the ed. It was found so constituted and indepen what every child must perceive the moment-he
Yohanna gave orders that inasmuch as stran hitherto connected with it, and mixed unions church of Rome it is offered as a sacrifice pro dent, when in the sixth century the island was peruses the supplications in which we join. The
gers were present,they must be careful to make shall be authorized by law, the priests can no pitiatory for sin; but we offer it‘in commemora visited by a missionary sent from the Church at precious name of Jesus is intimately interwo
ven with every prayer; to remove it you must
much less noise than usual on such occasions.— longer impose their arbitrary will upon the tion of the death and passion ot our Lord and Rome.
‘(3.) In process of time, like other branches rend them to pieces and leave the service a mis
The services commenced. Our priest was the members of their parishes. As to the diminu Saviour Jesus Christ,and in thanksgiving for all
principal officiator, but was assisted by two oth tion of taxes, it is an objection which will much the favors and blessings we have obtained of the catholic Church, it was brought under erable mutilation without form or meaning. Its
er priests and several deacons of the village, displease the holy see; for the Pope loves to through the merits of the same Jesus Christ the control of a foreign ecclesiastical power, peculiar excellence consists not more in the adWe have expunged the cere by which many corruptions were introduced miraole simplicity, with which it expresses the
who joined with him in reading the prayers and draw from others’ purses to fill his own. But our Lord.’
mony of the elevation, together with all the among its doctrines, and many novel arrange very wants which the true worshipper feels,
the select portions of Scripture. The bride re
* A “pragmatic sanction,” is a rescript or answer of
tained her place veiled, in the farthest corner of the sovereign, delivered by advice of his council, to some other nonsensical mummeryand’criss-crosses of ments were associated with its ministry; the than in its frequent and confiding reference to
the room,about one hour,the bridegroom stand college, order, or body of people who, consult him in rela the Romish mass. Our intention is not to form essential features alluded to, however, were Him in whom God “covenants to supply all our
a new religion,but to retrench the novelties and still retained. At the period ot the reforma- wants according to the riches of his grace.”
ing near the officiating ecclesiastics. At length tion to the affairs of their community.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.

□

Do not be afraid of distinguishing in your own strong natural affection in her heart that it seem was enabled, and scarcely, to reach Hanover
And shall we suppose there ever wi 1 be wanting are forbid to render railing for railing. But it mind—though you should be extremely tender ed always ready to pour itself forth in words county, where that mother and those relatives
in the congregation which assembles here, two seems “ Charity” has discovered that when in speaking of others—between what is preach and deeds of kindness. She seemed to make lived. The effort fras almost too much for her
or three to engage in this service, with the spir churches “are consecrated and set apart to the
no effort to please,but pleased involuntarily by exhausted, ematiate frame. Scarce alive, she
it in which it is framed? If there be not, then worship of God according to the canons and ing the Gospel, and what is not. 1 here is one the natural exhibition of herself, in words reached the last stage of her earthly pilgrimage.
way
to
heaven,
and
but
one.
He,
that
points
of a truth Jesus will be here acconmg to his liturgy of the Protestant Episcopal Church”
and deeds of kindness such as flowed sponta But now, to the surprize of all, hope sprung Up
own express promise, and then the blessing will that they are not to be exclusively devoted to out that way, preaches the Gospel; and he neously from her. There was such a quick dis anew in the hearts of her friends, and she herthat object. We are not however satisfied with that does not, preaches not the Gospel, what
be ours.
ever else he may preach. We may holdall the cernment of all the proprieties of life—such a self conscious of a favorable change, began to
<1. Once more; on recurring to the evange the simple negative of “Charity” on this sub tenets of Orthodox Christianity, and occasion constant consideration of the feelings of others think and speak of longer life on earth. It was
lical narrative, we find that during the period ject. Will he give us the authority of the ally refer to them; but, if the substance of our that she seemed in no danger of ever giving of a shortlived hope. In a few weeks the destroy
of Christ’s personal ministry upon earth, he or Church for admitting any persons to officiate in Ministry is on subordinate subjects—if we take fence. Nor did she excite an envious feeling in er resumed his work, and slowly, though sure
dained certain institutions as outward and visi the Churches attached to our communion who the capital doctrines of Revelation for granted one human bosom; for it was evident that the ly carried it on for two long months of suffer
ble signs of his inward and spiritual grace> as have not had Episcopal ordination. “Charity” as being known and felt by our hearers, and pro very last thing she sought was to be admired. ing. She was wasted to a shadow. “All my
means whereby we receive the same, and is very much in love with courtesy and liberali ceed on to secondary matters, and never apply With a mind ot the first order, and with a store bones,” she would say with Job, “ stand star
pledges to assure us thereof. These institutions ty,but we cannot thus far fall in with the spirit the weighty truths of Christ to the consciences of information possessed by few of her sex, she ing and lookiag upon me.” To find one easy
are two in number. We find no more in his of the age to sacrifice principle even to courte of our people—we do not preach the Gospel. was never guilty of any thing which even sa posture by day or night was sometimes impossi
word, however they have since been multiplied sy much as we admire it. We cannot return To fulfil this duty, we must proclaim, as heralds, vored of vanity or looked like display.
ble. No murmur escaped her lips, but some
by human authority. They are called baptism the compliment to “Charity” and say that his the name and grace of Christ, not occasionally,
But are we not describing one of those pure times after seeking in vain for relief in every
piety
consists
in
his
churchmanship,
because
to
and the supper of the Lord. The one was ap
spirits of another world, to whom virtue and ho varied posture,a silent flood of tears would show
pointed the evening before his crucifixion, the sav the truth we suspect he has very little of with obscurity and by inference, but constantly, liness are natural, rather than one of the fallen the intensity of her sufferings. And yet even
plainly,
boldly,
determinately.
that
sound
principle
to
boast
of
which
consti

directions with regard to the other are to be
We must not allow our hearers to be satisfied daughters of Adam? If any be disposed to ad- now, there were intervals of ease, and occasion
found in the apostolic commission. These two tutes the Churchman. And if he is willing in
the doctrine of native goodness from ally some relish for food. And what voluptua
with
general notions of a Saviour. We must
his
extensive
views
of
liberality
to
open
the
are carefully and solemnly observed with us;
this happy specimen, and to maintain that vir ry ever enjoyed his abundant feast as she did
not
suffer
them
to
repose
on
their
baptism
and
churches
of
the
Protestant
Episcopal
Commu

the standing evidences are before your eyes in
tue and natural religion without penitence and the little morsel which she could eat; what man
the font and the table. They are administered nion to the preachers of the Society he has re external communion with a pure Apostolical faith are sufficient for heaven, we hasten to in ofhealth ever rejoiced as she did in the com
Church;
nor
to
be
content
with
decency
of
con

ferred
to,where
will
he
stop?
Will
he
not
admit
here in their simplicity and dignity, uncorrupt 
form them, that however happy and amiable by' fort experienced in the intervals of ease? She
ed by the superstitions by which they have been others also who with respect to the ministry duct, amiable temper and freedom from gross nature, however high the order of her mind and was enabled generally at an early hour of the
stand
on
equal
footing,but
whose
doctrine
is
not
worldliness.
We
must
not
let
them
mistake
smothered, and free from the familiarities which
so correct as that of the Methodists mere approbation of the doctrine of Christ, great the elevation of her character, by com morning to read or hear a portion of God’s word
have sometimes been suffered to degrade and generally
professes
to
be? Will he not extend his views and a non-opposition to its truth, for real re parison with many others, ye*t, at an early pe and sometimes she would lift her enfeebled,
defile them. When, then, his ministering ser
a
little
further
and welcome in the Socinian pentance and vital union with Christ. No— riod of life she was taught by the Spirit and though still melodious voice in the sacred song.
vants engage here in these ordinances which he preacher denying
the divinity of the Sa bring home, my Brethren, I pray you, the word of God, that the very angels are charged She usually awoke at the dawn of day, and was
has appointed, surely they are acting in his
viour,and
of
course
when
he is welcomed into mighty topics of Christ’s salvation to the heart with follyand the heavens are unclean in his sight then in her best state of body and mind. Near
name, and may Iook for his presence and bless
and that among the chil dren of men “there is the house were some large and beautiful forest
ing ; when in faith and prayer we here dedicate the Episcopal Church, he can do no less in and conscience of all classes of your hearers.— none good, no not one.” While in the bloom trees in their most interesting state, where num
to him our offspring, we may hope that he will the spirit of courtesy than read our sublime rit Address the formalist, the noisy talker, the of youth and in all the gaiety and sprightliness bers of birds collected and made a sweet con
ratify what is done on his authority, and re ual, and then what an incongruity will be found self-righteous and evangelical disputant, the in
ceive them as his own by adoption; and when there? And how can he exclude the Univer- different and worldly professor, on the one hand ; of her heart, and loved and caressed by all her cert at that early hour. Their notes were ecwe gratefully gather around his table to com salist ? And when he has received all the and the open unbeliever, the profligate, the pro  companions, she was made to feel that she was stacy to her ear and to her soul: and she would
memorate his dying love, we may expect that preachers of the various denominations, then fane, and those, who, living in pleasure, are a sinner, and such a sinner, that for a long time choose that time to mingle the sounds of her
he will be with us at the feast, and manifest what will he gain by his overweening spirit of dead while they live, on the other. Endeavor her soul refused all comfort. Her pleasant food voice with theirs in hymns of praise to their
himself to us in a way which will make it good liberality? And if one is excluded from offi to meet every case—then, to awaken and grap lost all its relish: the merry song and dance, in ereator and her Redeemer. Not many morn
ciating in the church how will he justify the act pie with the reluctant conscience—and, lastly, which she delighted, ceased to please, and were ings before her death,weak as she was she sung
for us to be here.”
deserted; and it was not until after much tribu
The length of the preceding extract will when he has contended that the church is “to to hold up the bleeding cross before the eye of lation that she entered that kingdom which is alone, two stanzas of Heber’s beautiful hymn—
“From Greeland’s icy mountain.”
preclude us from any further selection from the be opened on the broad ground of Christian the weeping penitent.
more impassioned exhortations with which it benevolence to the worship of Almighty God?” Labor in the Preparation, and Earnestness in the righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy As death approached, her sufferings diminished
Ghost.” Though she never fora moment turn and a few days before the event, her power to
Delivery, of Sermons.
concludes. We devoutly hope that the gracious On this principle be cannot with any propriety
We may, and ought, to bestow the utmost la ed back again to the world, or felt a desire for suffer seemed to be almost gone and yet her
presence of the great Head of the Church will exclude the Deist if he should express a wish
ever be manifested to the worshippers who shall to make known his sentiments publicly—When bor in the preparation and delivery of our Ser its vain amusements, yet she ever preserved her mind was in its most perfect state,
frequent this new edifice which they have con the communication was forwarded for insertion mons. Sermons have ever been the chief instru cheerful and happy spirit; and her fine natural
On the Sundayevening beforeher death some
in the Gambier Observer which has called ment, under God, of the conversion of souls and disposition, and cultivated understanding were of her devoted relatives from the neighborhood
secrated to his service.
forth the remarks of “Charity,” it was foreign the recovery and growth in grace of the faithful. all sanctified, and rendered more useful and in thinking that her end was near, gathered around
from my thoughts to enter into the lists of con We are social creatures. Every man has the teresting. She became the steady Sunday- her. She understood its meaning well, and
For the Gambier Observer.
troversy. My duties will not allow me the power, though not in an equal degree of touch school teacher; the active friend of every good felt that there was cause for it. About one
Mr. Editor,—With respect to the protest time—my feelings do not incline me that way. ing
of others. Every man does this work in the parish; the strict economist in dress o’clock in the morning, she assembled them all
of “Charity,” who modestly claims your suffra With respect to those who are not of the com whenthehehearts
is
interested
deeply in other concerns; and every thing relating to herself. Her melo around her bed, and spake in such a manner
ges in behalf of his sentiments “as a patron of munion to which I am attached from principle, and the reason he does
not do it in the pulpit dious voice and fine musical powers were now
your paper and a member of the Protestant Epis I can say grace be with all those who love our is, either Because he is not interesting, OV be entirely consecrated to the service of God, and as we should expect a Christian wife, a mother
copal communion," I cannot refrain from the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity. I love to see cause some prejudice or ill habit obstructs the in the social circle and in the house of God she and relative would do on so solemn an occasion.
remark that the language of the 36th canon of the image of the Saviour reflected in the flow of his affections. Natural defects are no was always wont to lead this interesting part of She particularly spoke of her dear boys, as she
the General Convention is so plain that any in minds and in the devotion of his people. With reason against this, strong feelings work through the worship of Jehovah. It has now been more called them, and said that if it pleased Provi
dividual of the very commonest capacity can respect to my own views of the divine institu them eveiy day.
than fifteen years since she became the wife of dence, she should be thankful to remain until
they came, that she might see them once more.
have no difficulty in making the application, tion of the ministry I am content to follow,
What the Apostle indeed calls the words of the Rev. W. Meade, now assistant Bishop of After this she fell asleep. On the following day
“No person shall be permitted to officiate in though at a remote distance,the example of the man’s wisdom, is hateful. Affected eloquence Virginia; at which time she undertook the
any congregation of this Church, without first firm champion of our Church the late talented is disgusting. The hunting for popular favor charge of his three children, whom she at once she revived a little, and enjoyed food, and the
producing the evidence of his being a minister and lamented Bishop Hobart,and it is his motto is base and degrading. The preaching and began, and ever continued to love, with a mo society of her friends more than usual. It was
thereof, to the minister, or, in case of vacancy which he himself borrowed from Archbishop setting foith of ourselves, instead of Christ Jes ther’s fondest affection, and conscientiously not until ten o’clock on Tuesday morning that
or absence to the Church Wardens, Vestrymen, Whitgift which forms the signature of this us the Lord, is folly,—unfaithfulness,—pre sought, in conjunction with their father, to she felt her hour to be come,that hour for which
or Trustees of the congregation.” And what communication. While the opportunity is sumption,—treachery against the King of Hea train them up for heavfen. Concerning them, during the preceding night she had often pray
is the evidence that he is to produce to satisfy given the fleeting moments of a transient exis ven. But the affectionate, laborious, persuasive she would often say, during her life, as she did ed, saying “Blessed Saviour come and take me
these individuals that he is a minister of the tence will be devoted to the interests of that discharge of our high message, to the very best most emphatically in death, that she could to thyself;” “Heavenly Father if it please thee,
Church? Why he is bound to produce either Church which is called by an inspired apostle of our power and with all the means of reaching scarcely conceive how a mother could have a take me to thvself.” All her most beloved re
his letters of orders or such letters of introduc “The Church ofthe living God, the pillar and the heart which God has given us, is what St. stronger affection for her own children than she latives and friends were around her bed when
tion from respectable persons as shall satisfy ground of the truth.”
felt for them. And they also now in sorrow she told them that her hour was come, she was
Pro ecclesia.
Paul eminently did.
the governors or the persons having the man
ask,
whether it is possible for children to feel almost gone. She took leave of them separ
It is one of the main designs of the institu
ately,calling first her mother, her precious mo
agement of the Church that he is an authorized
tion of a standing Ministry. The Priest is to more love toward the mother who gives them ther, as she often repeated and giving her a
From the London Missionary Register.
minister of the Church. The meaning of the
birth, than they have ever felt for her. In the
BISHOP WILSON’S PRIM be the living messenger, the awakening herald,
small present, then her sister and brother,then
canon is that no person who has not received EXTRACT FROM
the busy and diligent householder, the faithful relation of wife to a minister of God she was a the rest, giving to each some token of love, ac
ARY CHARGE.
Episcopal ordination can be permitted to offi
pattern
to
all.
His
usefulness,
and
her
happi

This Charge was delivered at Calcutta, Co and eager watchman, the wise steward of the ness, were inseparably connected. To have companied by expressions of tenderness. Af
ciate in any Church of the Protestant Episco
lombo,
and Madras, in the months, respective mysteries of Christ. Nothing more is wanting hindered the one would have destroyed the ter this, all were requested to leave the room
pal Communion.
The question “whether
ly,
of
August,
November, and December, 1834. to render a Clergyman unfaithful than to be other. A proof of this occurred within the last fora few moments; when herhusband approach
Episcopalians may lawfully consent to have
We
extract
some
passages which have an im negative—one who does not take pains, does tuo years, when he was suddenly and unex ed to receive her last farewell. As he leaned
their Churches occasionally occupied by other
not exhibit Christ clearly and prominently, does
denominations” is answered and decided by the portant bearing on the Ministry, not only as not put forth all his powers to save men, does pectedly called to leave a place rendered dear his head towards her, she put her arms around
exercised
among
the
Heathen,
but
among
pro

his neck, pressed his face to hers, laid her hand
canon and any allusion to the “koranmf Ma
not apply his doctrine warmly and closely to to them both by the society of many beloved gently upon his cheek and forehead, as to
homet ’ is as foreign to the purpose as the doc fessed Christians.
and
relations,
and
a
thousand
tender
re

friends
their consciences. That silent and mysterious
soothe him: then said, “what a dear husband
Duty of a full and clear Declaration of the
trine of transmigration, it requires no know
influence of affection and earnestness, which collections, in order to go to a distant part of you have been to me;” spoke of their former
Gospel.
ledge cither of arabic or algebra to define with
the Diocese. Painful as was the thought of se
God
has
established
in
the
moral
order
of
the utmost clearness the intention of the legis
To be aware of the dangers to which all things, is thus lost. The Minister’s doty to take parating from so many beloved relatives, and happiness and their hope of meeting again; told
him to give her love to the dear boys declaring,
lators ofthe church, and that is to exclude from Churches are exposed’ to be convinced,deeply up
the Written Word, and give it a voice, and bidding adieu to a home so delightful, to go as she had done before, that she did not know
the pulpits of our communion all who have not convinced, of the necessity ofentire dependenc impregnate
amongst strangers,she hesitated not one moment
the
neglected,
unknown
doctrine
of
had the laying on of the hands of a Bishop, on the mercy and grace of Christ, to see how the Sacred Book with vividness and life, is thus uttered not one word of remonstrance, but at what to say to them, she loved them so much,
whose authority is recognized by our Church. much rests on personal piety and devotedness lost. St. Paul could never have said that he once made ready to go where duty seemed to then spoke ot the servants; then enjoined him
Yet “Charity,’’who seems to start up as if sud to Godin the actual Ministers of Religion of was purefrom the blood of all men, if he could call. As usual, many and affectionate friends to give her love to all her dear friends in Fre
denly inspired would have us believe that we each age, is a part of true wisdom. Especially not have said, So being affectionately desirous of were soon gathered around: and in her new sit derick and'Norfolk. After this she signified a
wish that her mother should come to her. Her
know not how to construe the meaning of lan is it my office to exhort and animate you to this.
we were willing to have imparted to you, not uation she was as heretofore, cheerful and hap mother with all the others came, and the room
guage (sufficiently obvious) without his assis In India, where all is anomalous, all is open to you,
py.
It
was
not,
however,
the
intention
of
Prov

tance,and what instruction can we derive from the gaze of Heathens and Mahommedans, the the Gospel of God only, but also our own souls, idence that either new or old friends should was again full of pious and affectionate rela
him when he has delivered himself of his bur best constituted Church will chiefly be estimat because ye were dear unto us.
long enjoy the pleasure of her society here be tives. She then asked her husband to place
den? He would have us believe that the ques ed by the character and efficiency of those who
low. God had a better place and better friends or.e of his hands under her head, to support
tion at issue is “may other denominations oc administer at its altars.
Such is the natural propensityof man’s heart to prepared elsewhere for her. During the last it, and in the other to hold both of her hands.
casionally have the use of our Church edifices”
Let us then, with the Apostle, be more and the way of the law, in opposition to Christ; that summer she took a severe cold which accom This being done, she said she would endeavor
and thenfollows a labored but very unsatisfactory more determined to know nothing but Jesus Christ as the tainted vessel turns the taste of the purest panied by high fever, so seriously affected a to sing a hymn, and proceeded in distinct and
explanation of his idea on the subject which we , and Him crucified.
Letususenter
entermore
more fully liquor put into it, so the natural man turns the constitution always frail, as to threaten her life. sweet tones to sing
,— ---shall not take the trouble to transcribe,but as he | into the Mystery of the Cross. Let us un- very gospel into law, and would transform the From this, however she so far recovered in the
“O Thou, from whom all goodness flows,”
lias made more frequent refercnceto the Meth- ■ derstand that fall and ruin of man, for which covenant of grace into a covenant of works.
“I give myself to thee.”
fall, as to give good hope of a restoration to her
odist Society than to others, we reply in an- ! this mystery is the remedy. Let us take all the
usual health. But a worm unseen had insinu
Here
her voice failed, but she said, “ I will
swer to his question that our Churches cannot ! range of truth, indeed, which St. Paul does,
ated itself into her vitals, and was there silent try again presently.” But that voice was lost
BIOGRAPHY.
be opened for preachers of that Society to of- j and which the whole compass of the Bible in
ly awaiting histime to do the wo-k ot destruc in death. At that moment it was evident that
From the Southern Churchman.
fiyiate in consistently with our views of the di- ! all its parts embrace; but let all the lines of our
tion. In the month of December she was again
vine institution of the ministry. The Protes-' doctrine converge in this centre. Let us know OBITUARY OF MRS. THOM ASIA MEADE. attacked, and soon there was reason to believe the hand of death was upon her. Her eye wan
dered. She busied herself for a moment, not
tant Episcopal Church is an original Church the immense love of God, in the unutterable
Died, July 26, at the seat of Dr. Carter Ber- that the complaint was that insidious one which
of Christ. The Methodist society is not, as I gift of His Only-begotton Son as the Sacrifice kely, in the county of Hanover, in the list year while it is surely doing the work of death, de knowing what she was doing, in adjusting the
they have separated from the Church of, the Substitute, the Surety, the Righteousness of her life, Mrs. Thomasia Meade; wife of the ceives with the promise of life. At once, clothes about her neck and arms: then her
head sunk a little and the last struggle came
England without haying in the judgment of' of sinners. Let us understand that God is in Right Rev. William Meade.
though still believing it not only possible, but on: but it was a gentle struggle, aad as it pro
that Church a valid ministry. If “Charity” will I Christ reconciling the world unto himself, and
This eventthoughlong, and certainly expect sometimes probable that she would recover, she
turn to his book of common prayer he will find j hath committed to us the ministry of reconcilation ed by many, while only feared by some, will af began to set her house in order, and prepare ceeded, a number of sweet voices joined in the
that the Church is plain and decided on this — of which the foundation is no other than this, fect the hearts of all who knew the deceased for death. Her language to one with whom she following hymn for a departing soul;
subject as will more fully appear by consulting That He hath made Him who knew no sin to be with emotions not easily described, nor soon to often and freely conversed, was, “I desire to
“Happy soul, thy days arc ended;
t ic XXIII article, if he will also read the pre sinfor us, that zve might be made the righteous be allayed.
All thy mourning days below;
feel
myself
in
the
hands
of
God,
and
to
have
him
Go by angel guards attended,
face to the ordinal service he will find what is ness of God in him.
There are some few among our poor sinful do his will, without being at all anxious about
To the right of Jesus go.
essential m the judgment of the Church to con
This is the Gospel—these the glad tidings ' race, who seem by nature to be cast in so fine a the event.” When medicine and pain would al
Waiting to receive thy spirit
stitute a valid ministry. It is there stated—
To prepare for them we must preach the mould, and then to be so highly polished and low, she was the same happy cheerful being as
Lo! the Saviour stands above:
“It is evident unto all men diligently reading Hdly Law of God—the nature and necessity beautifully adorned as to attract almost irresis
Shews the purchase of his merit,
Holy Script™ e and ancient authors, that from of repentance—the evil of sin—the wide dis tibly the hearts of all who come within their before, always considerate of her friends, and
Reaches out the crown of love.
the apostles time there have been these orders tinction between spiritual life and spiritual reach. It will not be considered too much to pouring forth the affections of her heart to
“
Struggle
thro’ thy latest passion,
of ministers in Christ's Church, Bishops, Priests death—the doctrine of the Holy Ghost, and say that such was eminently the case with the wards them. Her gratitude to God was in con
To thy dear Redeemer’s breast,
tinual
exercise.
In
the
intervals
of
pain
she
and Deacons. Which offices were evermore of the constant prayer for his grace and in deceased. Her mind, her person, her counten
To his uttermost salvation,
would speak of his tender mercies to her, and
To his everlasting rest:
had in such reverend estimation, that no man fluence as “the Lord and Giver of Life.”
ance, her voice and speech, her gentle manners ask how it was possible any one could be sur
For the joys he sets before thee
might presume to execute any of them, except
As the glad tidings are received, we must go, and affectionate disposition, her fine flow ofani- rounded with more comforts and blessings. With
Bear a momentary pain;
he were first called, tried, examined and known on toinculcate Christian Morals—theTen Com mal spirits and above all, her pious feelings
Die: to live the life of glory,
to have such qualities as were requisite for the mandments—the details of personal and rela and habits all concurred to make her one of the this theme she never wearied. God’s mercies tfi
Suffer; with thy Lord to reign.”
same; and also by Public Prayer, with imposi tive duties—the life of humiliation, contrition, most interesting and perfect specimens of hu seemed ever new to her. Could those in the
full
enjoyment
of
health
experience
half
the
A
short
time
after this was ended, the pulse
tion of hands, were approved and admitted and love to God and man as the fruits of faith man nature, which we are permitted to see.—
happiness in their health, that she did during ceased to beat; the bosom to heave; and the
t ereunto by lawful authority. And therefore, and following after justification.
There was indeed, a kind of magical character the intervals of pain, how much would the sum
closed forever.
o t ie intent that these orders may be continued
In the meantime, we must dwell as occasions about her which immediately seized upon the of human happiness be increased. All manner eyeOnwas
the following day her remains were in
ChiirH?C1Cnt'^ Use^ and esteemed in this require, on the unity of Christ’s Church—the affections, and made her a favorite wherever
be a
accounted or taken to walk of the Christian with his Saviour, in all she went, with whomsoever she became ac of kindness from her numerous friends in Nor terred in the grave yard around the Old fork
folk flowed in upon her every day and hour, and Church, St. Martin’s Parish, Hanover, by the
«“
neaeon in this the ways and ordinances of the Lord, blame
quainted. Even little children attracted by her kept her affectionate heart in constant exercise side of her aged grandmother, the venerable iefunctions except ho
CaH a"7 ° h° Sa'd less—the grace ofthe Sacraments—and the du- smiles, would, as though by instinct, be ready of gratitude towards them. She often exclaim lict of Gen. Nelson, of York town, Virginia.
ined and admitted thereunto »P’. t7.et’ exaai* tyof subjection to spiritual pastors and teachers. to leave their nurse’s and mother’s arms to leap ed, surely there were never so many kind peo
To lose such a friend—:one so sweet,so pious,
Finally, we must constantly urge on the es into hers. The servants ot every household
form hereafter following, or hath h-LlvS-tO th<i
ple in any one place as in this. But she had
interesting, is indeed hard to bear, but God’s
consecration, or ordination.”
;7P'-Opal tablished Christian the necessity of watchfulness which she visited, won by her kindness, loved a beloved mother and a kind stepfather who so
will (which must be best) be done. “Blessed
ar|tyandis ve- and continual returns to God—ofhabitual pre her at once, and never forgot her. The un
ry fond of applying terms of censure
had been her physician from early youth, and are the dead which die in the Lord."
epithetsto others without knowing to whom he iS paration for death, judgement, and eternity— godly laying aside for a while their enmity to other dear and near relatives who were not with
“IIow bless’d the righteous when he dies!
applying them or whether they are merited or and of ascribing all spiritual in us, to the pur religion, could not but admire the beauty ot ho her, and she wished to die in the midst of them.
When sinks a weary soul to rest,
and grace of God which was given us in liness displayed in her. She was always cheer
not, wo pass them by on the principle that we pose
In
the
early
part
of
M«y,
by
the
kindness
of
How mildly beam the closing eyes,
Christ .Jesus before the world began.
ful, always happy, and there was so much of God,for which she was always'praising him, she
How gently heaves the expiring breast?

GAMBIER
“So fades a summer cloud away;
So sinks the gale when storms are o’er,
So gently shuts the eye of day;
So dies a wave along the shore.

THE OBSERVER.
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, AUG. 24, 1830.

“A holy quiet reigns around,
A calm which life nor death destroys:
Nothing disturbs that peace profound,
Which the unfettered soul enjoys.

A PASTOR TAKEN FROM HIS FI.OCK!

OB S E R

all persons who intend to remain here longer than six
weeks, are obliged by law to ask permission from the gov
ernment to do so; we made a visit to Bintenzorg, the resi
dence of the Governor General, a short time ago, for the
purpose of presenting our petition. Our company con
sisted of four besides ourselves, Mr- Medburst, Mr. Arms,
lately arrived from the American Board, a Dutch Mission
ary, and a young man assisting Mr. Medhurst, Mr.
Young. We started in a post coach a little after 5 o’clock in
the morning,and performed the journey in about four hours
— a distance of 36 miles a most excellent road, and through
a charming country. From the inn we sent up a note
with our names to the Governor, requesting an interview,
and soon after received an invitation to dine. We were re
ceived in a friendly manner, and his Excellency appeared
to take some interest in our object, as well as in Missions
generally. He informed us, however, that as he is about
to be superseded in office and to return to Holland, our
petition would go before his successor; but that it would
undoubtedly be favorably received, and that we iliould
meet with no difficulty in pursuing our objects. In the
petition it was required to state our names, profession, and
country ; our purpose in coming here, with a brief account
of the society under whose direction we had come out, and
our wishes to remain. This was translated into Dutch be
fore being sent. We have not had a reply, tut expect it
soon; for which a stamp-duty of about $10 each will be
required. As Brother Hanson gives a more detailed ac
count of our proceedings, it will be unnecessary for me to
do so.—/Spirit of Missions.

While the Wound in our hearts, at the bereavement of
our venerated senior, is yet fresh and bleeding, we are visit
ed with “sorrow upon sorrow,” in the sudden, and, to our
poor wisdom, the untimely, bereavement of one of the
presbyters of this diocese, highest in the respect, and most
“Farewell conflicting hopes and fears,
Where lights and shades alternate dwell!
endeared to the affections of us all. The excellent and
How bright the unchanging morn appears:
exemplary Rector of St. Mark’s Church, Orange, the
Farewell, inconstant world farewell!
Rev. Benjamin Holmes, is no more. He ceased to be
mortal, at 5 o’clock in the morning of Thursday, August!.
“Life’s duty done, as sinks the clay
Blessed be God, we sorrow not for him as they who have
Light from its load the spirit flies;
no hope! lie was “a good man, full of faitli and of the
While heaven and earth combine to say
Holy Ghost.” lie was a faithful shepherd, and has gone
IIsw bless’d the righteous when he dies.”
to rest with God. l'o his afflicted family, to his bereaved
flock, to the diocese of which he was a pillar and an orna
ment, to the Bishop, whose highest confidence uot one of
MISSIONARY.
all his presbyters enjoyed, or deserved to enjoy, more fully,
it, is indeed a mournful dispensation. To him, it is eternal
“gain.” Of his devotion as a missionary, of his assiduity
From the Spirit of Missions.
as a parish priest, of his fidelity and prudence as a counsel
Extract from a Letter from James Thompson, lor of the Church, in her Standing Committee, and in the
Missionary Teacher at Cape Palmas Africa. Diocesan and General Conventions, another occasion will
he more fit to speak. All that we can now add is the re
cord, from the pen of an eye witness, of his peaceful and
Harper, Maryland Ter., Feb. II, 1836.
most comfortable death—prompting insensibly the prayer,
In consequence of the detention at Monrovia may we die the death of the righteous, and may our last
of your letter of July last, I received no com end be like his ! The simple and affecting statement which
On the 7th ult. the corner stone of a new Episcopal church
munication from you in reply to mine which I we subjoin is from a letter to the Bishop, dated August 1, was
laid in Queen Ann’s Parish, Prince George’s Co.
wrote you last March, until the 28th ult., at 1836. —Missionary.
Md. The foundations of the old chapel which it supplants
“
I
wrote
yesterday,
informing
you
that
the
Rev.
Mr.
which time I had almost despaired of ever again Holmes was seriously ill. It was then thought that he were laid near a century and a half ago. It was built by a
hearing front you respecting the Church,School, was dangerous, but no one anticipated his end to be so near. generous lady—who subsequently became the wife of the
Mission, or any thing of the kind; so that you He is dead. Since Sunday last his symptoms have gradu first pastor. Many professors of religion leave their money
curse their posterity and corrode religion—by her’s she
may very well imagine how overjoyed I was at ally changed for the worse, but no anxious alarm was occa to
reared the walls of God around the interests of her chil
sioned
until
Tuesday,
when
letters
were
despatched
to
the
the reception of a letter so interesting and grat
members of his family. On that day a consulta dren and successors, and her property has stood to do good
ifying—appointing
me to 1 a station 111
though ar absent
tion w*
of APhysicians was
held. The
case OGUVai
appeared
so ttlJUlIUlanoina long and long after every vestige of the hand which gave
l VIC
1 .
vxvriA
UUJ HCiU.
A UVVUOV
CU 5)U
d
UOUS and dlmcult.yet such a one as 1 have been | lous that they were at a loss how to act, and little was done it, had mouldered to dust. Did she act the Christian!__
for the last four or five years, anxiously aiming except the application of leeches. A copious discharge of Does she regret now her charity?—Cincinnati Journal.
to fill. You may depend upon it my mind and blood weakened him, he gradually failed until 5 A. M. this
I'yndale’s New Testament.—Bagster, of London, the
day, when with peaceful serenity he gently breathed his
thoughts were not idle in regard to the plans last.
His fever rose very high, yet the immediate cause of celebrated publisher of Bibles in different languages and
forms,
has just issued from his press an exact reprint of
to be pursued, after perusing the contents.
his death was the affection of his face and throat, which by
’s version of the New Testament, with this title:
I was somewhat inclined to think, that our some morbid action on the brain, destroyed the springs of “Tyndale
The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
Episcopalians at home were about to throw the life.
published in 1526, being the first translation from the Greek
“He met the last enemy of man unappalled. His cir- into the English, by that eminent scholar and martyr, William
burthen a part of which they are in duty bound
cumpection and prudence, the characteristics of his life, Tyndale. Reprinted verbatim, with a memoir of his life and
to bear,altogether on other denominations,allow were strong in the hour of death; for he was reserved in
by George Offer. London, 1836.” Previous to
ing poor perishing Africa to sink deeper and his remarks; not that he was insensible of his situation, but writings
Tyndale Wicliff'e, about the year 1380, had translated the
deeper in her ruins, without the offer of one that lie might spare the feelings of bis friends. He did riot whole of the scriptures from the Latin Vulgate into Eng
faint glimmering ray to shine upon her mass of directly speak of his last end, but from casual remarks it was lish, and copies of the whole and parts of the version were
that he anticipated a speedy departure. His house in great request; but no part of it was ever piinted till
darkness: one word of Christianity and reason evident
was set in order, so that he had no hasty preparation to Mr. Lewis committed the New Testament to type in 1731.
to outroot her deeply implanted heathenish su make either in things spiritual or things temporal. From There
however, older manuscripts than Wicliffe’s.—
perstition; or one kind friend to take her from the few observations that his disease allowed him to make Shortlyare,
before, or about his time, John de Trevisa, vicar
thebewildering labyrinth, and guide her into his thoughts appeared to dwell on the mercies of God, in of Berkley, is related to have rendered the whole of the
the beautiful path that leads to civilization, to granting him so many comforts, and thereby smoothing Scriptures into English ; but a still earlier English trans
ids dying pillow. Ofttimes they ascended on the wings of lation, being,'so far as is ascertained, the very first, had
Christianity, to happiness, and ultimately to prayer,
as the clasped bands and the brightening, elevated been given by an individual whose name has not reached
God. But thanks be to the Almighty Author eye distinctly told. When not under the stupifying effects posterity,
about the year 1290. Of this venerable manu
and Giver of all good things that he has mov of his disease he desired prayers to be said in his chamber. script, Oxford possesses the only two copies extant. Tyn
ed the hearts of our brethren at home to so Upon my approaching his bed-side a few hours before his dale’s, however, is the first version of the New ,Testament
exit, he requested‘the visitation office’ to be used. in the English tongue, committed to the press.
great, so noble a design: as the proposing of lamented
He joined in it with an audible voice;, and what was remark
reprint is from the first edition, of which
the establishment of a Mission in Africa for the able, kept up bis attention to the end, duiing a space much only1 heonepresent
perfect copy remains, in the Library of the Bap
purpose of meliorating the religious, as well as longer than his ordinary intervals of consciousness. As tist Seminary at Bristol. The remaining copies of the
his weakness increased, those intervals diminished. At subsequent editions, have become very scarce. Tyndale
the moral character of her children.
length upon being roused for the purpose of taking medi was born in 1470, and died in 1536. At an carlj period
The character of the natives of this place is cine, he said ‘itis too late.’ These were his last words. He be
became dissatisfied with the system of Popery, engaged
quite favorable to our object. They entertain continued during the night in a kind of stupor, which to in the diligent study of the sacred scriptures, and anxious
him
was
the
harbinger
of
death.
As
the
sun
arose,
his
ly
sought to furnish them to the mass of the people, trans
the kindest feelings towards us;are hospitable and
gently winged its flight to the mansions of rest.
lated in their own tongue. Many years before he furnish
tractable: and are very anxious to have schools spirit
“To-morrow at 3 P. M. by order of the Vestry, his re ed this translation, on a certain occasion while a chaplain
established among them. They are somewhat ad mains are to be deposited within the walls of St. Mark’s, in
the family of Sir John Welch, and contending with
vanced in civilization, having acquired consid his own enduring monument. They were desirous of hav the neighboring priests and friars, one of his opponents
ing
you
here
to
officiate,
but
the
Committee
of
arrange

erable knowledge of civilized lile from the na
said, “We had better be without God’s laws than the
tives and settlers of the English settlements ments found that t would be impracticable,and invited'Mr. Pope’s;” he replied, “Idefy the Pope with all his laws, and
Henderson. The family bear up under this dispensation if God gives me life, ere many years the plough-boys shall
near us. I may also add, in favor of a location of Providence with Christian fortitude. I have scarcely know more of the scriptures than you do.” This pledge he
here, that in the office which I hold here, I have ever witnessed more composure in the house of mourning. afterwards nobly redeemed. From this time he came un
great esteem among these people, and also com Their earthly stay and comfort is snatched away, and they der the frown and ban of the hierarchy. He went over to
mand a good deal of respect and influence.— put their trust in God.”
the continent in 1523, where he enjoyed the society of
Luther, and other eminent men among the Reformers__
With all these considerations in view I hope the
In Zion Church, Newport, on Sunday morning last, the He first visited Hamburgh and Saxony. It was at Witcommittee will not consider me injudicious Rt. Rev. Bishop of this Diocese (Mass.) confirmed 10 temberg that with intense application and labour, he com
and hasty in the selection, or rather in the persons, and on the afternoon of the same day admitted the pleted his translation of the New Testament. He was
acceptance of a piece of ground, in dimension Rev. Louis Jansen, late of the Methodist connection, to aided in it, by his pious and learned friend, John Frith,
about ten acres, three miles from the Cape, es the holy order of Deacons. The Rev. Mr. West, Rector who with William Ray, acted as his amanuenses. He af
of the parish, read prayers, presented the candidate, and terwards went to the Netherlands, and resided at Antwerp,
pecially when they hear that I have not been assisted
the Bishop in the administration of the Lord’s where he afterwards suffered martyrdom, and where subse
rash in my choice, but have consulted the opin Supper. The Rev. Dr. Cutler, of Brooklyn, N. Y . was quent
editions were issued. He heroically devoted his life
ion of such a man as Dr. James Hall, our pre also present.
to the work of preparing, and diffusing the sacred scrip
sent Agent, who leaves this place for Monro
On Sunday, August 7, at an ordination liolden at Trinity tures in their own language, among his countrymen, and
via where he intends to remain until an oppor Church, Chatham, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Brownell, the pursued by Popish malignity, be at last died at the stake, a
in this blessed cause.
tunity offers to leave the coast for the United Rev. Silas Totten, Professor of Mathematics and Natural martyr
The Eclectic Review remarks, “For the most part there
in Washington College, and the Rev. George
States, for the purpose of recruiting his health. Philosophy
Benton, Missionary to Gre ece, were admitted to the holy is a very close similarity between Tyndale’s: version, and
Dr. Hall will, no doubt, hand you this letter, order of Priests. The Rt. Rev. Bishop Kembcr was also the text as left by King James’ Editors, shewing that his
labours were the groundwork upon which succeeding trans
and from him you may obtain all necessary in present.— Chr. Witness.
lators built; but the instances are numerous in which the
formation concerning the location of Missions,
idiomatic purity and perspicuity of Tyndale’s English
CHINA.
&c. The Committee will please to remember
Since this number was put to press, letters have been re have been sacrificed by those who came after him.” At
that Dr. Hall is an ardent friend to the Episco ceived
from the Rev. Messrs. Hanson and Lockwood, our the death of Tyndale, and in connection with his labors,
pal Church, and it is through him and from him, Missionaries to China. They convey the gratifying intel there sprang forth the dawn of a morning which has un
as Agent of the American Colonization Socie ligence, that the Lord has prospered them in their effort to folded the light which it wide-spread, and the efforts for
diffusion are employed. Surely at this period, the
ty, I have had granted to the Episcopal Socie obtain a suitable location ; and that they are now pleasant its
situated at Batavia, where great facilities are offe red to name of Tyndale should be affectionately remembered, a.id
ty the beautiful piece of land before mentioned ly
qualify them for the work upon which they have entered. his work duly appreciated. Mr. Bagster announ
without any compensation whatever; whereas ,
It will he remembered, that in pursuance of the advice ces his intention to follow this interesting republication
bad I attended to the first proposition of the of the Rev. Mr.. Gutzlaft', and others, whose experience with a reprint of the first English version of the en
tire Bible by Bishop Coverdale. A few copies of the
Committee, I might have wasted the greater gave their opinion much weight, Messrs. Hanson and Lock- reprint
of Tyndale’s New Testament, have been received
wood determined to take up their residence, for the present,
part of the money which they authorized me to at
Singapore, as affording the most facilities in prosecuting by Leavitt, Lord, & Co., 130 Broadway.—Christian Intel.
draw for, in an apparently useless undertaking, their study of the language, and in qualifying them for
which would have been a great waste of funds active effort.
The Missionary Herald for August is filled with facts of
{t will, however, be gratifying to the Church to learn a most cheering aspect. Our Misssonarics in and around
and time. I thought the fast proposition that
during their residence at Batavia, the Missionaries Constantinople seem on the eve of reaping a rich harvest.
was made by the Committee the most accepta- that
will have frequent opportunities of being actively useful Truth is evidently making its way, and some hearts ap
ble one, namely, that of allowing me to select among
the American and English residents, and in a short pear to be savingly affected by it, and the schools of the
such a site for the mission buildings as, in the time even among the Malays and Chinese there. Mr. mission promise the happiest results. Mr. Perkins, who
opinion of myself and friends, will combine the Hanson expresses himself with much confidence, that in a labours among the Nestorians of Persia, finds a disposi
greatest advantages. I therefore took advan few months Mr. Lockwood will be able to preach in the tion in the people to regard him and his message with fa
Malay language. We have, therefore, the satisfaction of vor. There is nothing on the part of the people to forbid
tage of it, and did accordingly.
believing, that while our Missionaries to China are prepar the readiest access to 100,000 in the vicinity of this station.
As I have a strong desire that the funds which ing themselves for their original destination, they will also He calls loudly for more help, a printing press, and
This is the universal request, indeed, from all the
the Committee receive for Africa, should be have opportunities of preaching the gospel to benighted schools.
Heathen. Let the prayers of the Church be faithfully of stations. In Ceylon, there was an extensive revival of re
laid out economically, and as advantageously as fered,
that they may be daily strengthened and encouraged ligion near the close of the last year. Of the missions at
possible, I will by permission recommend the in their work.
the Sandwich Islands there is an interesting historical
The communications of the Rev. Messrs. Hanson and sketch, with some account of the original stale and charac
following important bints to their consideration.
When desirous to forward funds to this Colony Lockwood, are in great part occupied with a statement of ter of the people. From Africa there is good news. Dr.
the pecuniary concerns of the Mission, and with other Hall, governor of Maryland Colony has ascended the Cavit would be well to send out such goods as are matters
not of general interest. The letter from Mr. Han ally river 50 miles, to the mountainous country, “teem
saleable on this coast, for the purchase of pro son, which
is more minute in its details, we are compelled ing with native towns, and opening a most interesting
visions, etc., for the children, as they are not to defer to the next number. The following extract con field for Christian enterprise.” The Board wish for not less
to be procured with any thing else. If I see fit tains that part of Mr. Lockwood’s letter, which is of gene than 30 new laborers of different kinds, to send forth with
to use any of these goods for myself, I shall ral interest to the Church. It is dated Batavia, February in five months. They also express an apprehension that
the receipts of the current year, almost down to jts close,
and addressed to the former Secretary.
place them in my account against my salary, if 29th,
Rev. and Dear Sir—Our last communications to the will not equal the expenditures by $20,000- Such a de
approved bythe Committee,as also all the funds Society were forwarded from Singapore,* and contained ficit ought to be forestalled by the donations for the only
that I may from time to time receive from them information ef our intention to come to this place. We month which remains of the financial year—Chr. Mirror.
and charge the amounts appropriated or ex also sent some papers written by Mr. Medburst, showing
principal reasons that induced us to change our pur
Roman Priests__ Among the passengers in the ship
pended for the use of the Mission especially the
of remaining at Singapore. We went on board a Francis Lepau, from Havre, were Bishop Brute of Indiana,
to the Committee. On the first day of March pose
Dutch brig at that place, on Saturday the 12th December, and nineteen Catholic priests,on their way to the valley of Mis
next, God willing, I shall open a school m my and arrived here on the 22d of the same month.
sissippi.— Christian Lit.
The situation of things we have found fully as favorable
own house, under the charge of my wife, and
to
the
prosecution
of
our
objects
as
had
been
represented.
there continue it until the mission houses are
More News from Convents.—The pnblic may soon
held of Missionary labor among the Chinese and Ma expect some information concerning the nature ofth ese in
built, which cannot be in less than four or five The
lay population, is immense; and what is more, there are no stitutions, from a competent witness, and one extensively
months hence.
important obstacles in the way of its being improved. 1 he acquainted with those of Europe, if a work advertised as
In the meantime, I shall be engaged in su opportunities of intercourse with every sort of people here, in the press in Philadelphia, is what it professes to be. We
You may go out at any time of the day, copy the advertisement from the Recorder.
perintending the buildings, and use all means are unlimited.
to almost any place, and find» multitudes of people
Six years in the Monasteries of Italy,by S. J. Mahoney,late
to expedite the work with all speed possible ; and
to whom you may preach, distribute books, or converse on ly a Capuchin Friar. Edward G Biddle has in press, and
and also superintend the school. We have no any subject without fear of interruption ; and may be cer will
speedily publish, Six Years in the Monasteries of Italyless than nine native kings subject to us, some tain of being always received with respect, if not with se and two years in the island of the Mediteranean and Asia
rious
attention.
The
Chinese
here,
are,
to
a
great
extent,
Minor; containing a view of the manners and customs of
of whose children, as well as those of the head
from that national prejudice against foreigners, which the Popish clergy in Ireland, France, Italy, Malay, Corfu,
men, I intend to take as boarders. They, no free
in their own country forms so strong a barrier against all Zante, Smyrna, &c. with anecdotes and remarks illustrating
doubt, will be means of influencing the other efforts to do them good. They acquire more correct opin some of the peculiar doctrines of the Roman Catholic
children to come to our school. I propose hav ions of other nations, as well as of their own; but their Church, by the Rev. S. J. Mahoney, late a Capuchin
ing a sort of manual labor school also; but in characteristic love of money seems by no means abated. — Friar of the Convent of Immaculate Conception at Rome.
I’he Malays arc generally an inferior class to the Chinese, —Brooklyn Citizen.
such case it will cost something for agricultural both
in point of intelligence and wealth. The common
tools, which I can procure from the public laborers and servants are all from among them, while the
Education and Missionary Committee.
store, though at rather a high rate: but the pro Chinese disdain to submit to such drudgery. The lan
will be an adjourned meeting of the Education
fits accruing from the children’s labor will, no guage of ordinary intercourse is the Malay; to the study andThere
Missionary Committee ot the Protestant Episcopal
of which 1 have been devoting a small portion of the time
doubt, more than doubly exceed the cost of their each day. Among foreigners, also, whose respective lan Church in the Diocese of Ohio, on Monday next in Gam
tools, as I have designed that, if possible, they guages are not understood by each other, it is used. As bier, at 9 o’clock. A. M.
JOS. MUENSCIIER,
should raise a greater part of the vegetables I
Aug 21
Secretary of Committee.
• These have not been received.

they are to eat.
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one cabin passenger, who bad just graduated at Augusta
College, and was on his way to his home in Pennsylvania.
The accident happened on Tuesday last.— Cfa. Gaz.
literary.
The thermometer at New Orleans, on the 11th ult. stood
Washington College.— ^ annual commencement of
Washington College took place on Thursday, the 1th in 92 in the shade, at 3, P. M.
Earthquake.—The Journal des Deux Sidles gives an ac 
stant. ten young gentlemen received the first, and four
alumm of the College the second degree. The honorary count of a tremendous earthquake in Upper Calabria. In
degree of Master ot Arts was conferred on Mr. Lemuel Rossano every bouse in the city instantly fell from the
C. Holcomb, of this State, Rev. William H. Shaler, of shock; about two hundred individuals perished, and be
Suffield, Conn., Rev. Ashbel Steele of Pensacola, Profes tween 2 and 300 were severely wounded.
sor Terry, of Bristol College, and Lieutenant Francis D.
The Journal de Naples contains a statement which it
Newcomb, of the United States’ army. That of Doctor thinks, however, may be exaggerated by the natural terrors
of Divinity was conferred on Rev. Cyrus Stebbins, of Wa of thejmagination in such a catastrophe—at the moment
terford, N. Y., and Rev. John Frederick Schroeder, of the shock was felt, an ignited meteor was seen along the
this city; and that of Doctor of Laws on the Hon. Thomas shore of the Caloppezgali, in the form of large flaming
Lindell Winthrop, of Boston.
beams—that long and deep clefts tore lip and destroyed
The number of students of the College at the close of the fields—that the sea retired forty paces oil one side and
the last term was sixty-five, of whom nearly half, are com advanced the same distance on the other—and that on the
municants of the Church. Half, at least, of the class shore were tound volcanic matter, and fish of a species un
just graduated design so devote themselves to the ministry. known to the fishermen of the country. It appfiais that
Certainly Washington College has, to the utmost of its the same shock was felt at Ginosa, in the province of Otran
ability and encouragement, served the important cause of to, and at Craco, in the province of Basilicata, where some
ministerial education among Episcopalians; and it must houses were thrown down. — Cincinnati Journal.
be gratifying to all who have the best interests of the
British Relations with China__ The question what are
Church at heart, to know that the present Circumstances to be the future relations of China with the civilized na
of this institution offer a very pleasing spectacle of order, tions of the west, is of deep interest on other grounds be
good instruction, and religious character, and an en side those of commercial advantages to be gained or lost.
couraging prospect of increasing success.— Churchman.
A free trade with the Chinese seaports must afford chan
Burlington College Commencement.—The Commencement nels of access to the nation of which Christian enterprise
at the University of Vermont was held on Wednesday will not fail imjnediately to avail itself. If, while all the
last. Seven graduates received the degree of A. B. Be ports but one are shut, and all the terrors of law are inter
sides the exercises of candidates for degrees there were posed to prevent intercourse with foreigners, a Gutzlaffhas
orations by Bishop Hopkins, and Professor Henry, and the been able to communicate with hundreds of the inhabitants,
various services of the day afforded a high entertainment and to circulate among them millions of tracts and of por
tions of the Scripture, what may we not expect, wlign a
for the numerous audience__ Chr. Watchman.
Dartmouth College--- At the late commencement in Dart public treaty shall throw open the whole coast to foreign
<
mouth College on the 27th ult, forty-six graduates receiv trade?
But there are' great obstacles to such a treaty. Not on
ed the degree of A. B., eleven that of A. M. and twelve
that of M. D. The honorary degree of D. D. was con the part of the body of the nation ; for they are desirous
ferred on Rev. Rufus Anderson of Boston. — Chr. Watch of it, and so much disposed to trade with foreigners, that
they do it even now, at the risk of liberty and even of their
man.
lives. But the policy of the government has ever been op
Professor Chase, of Brown University, has been at posed to it, and its despotic character renders the wishes of
Massilon, Ohio, on a Geological and Scient ific tour through the nation as nothing in the question. The Emperor, as
the State, having in his possession a vast collection of rare the Son of Heaven, rulesjure divino: China is the Celestial
and beautiful specimens of Minerals.
Empire; foreigners are all barbarians, entitled to nothing
We learn that the Hon. John Quincy Adams has been but contempt and banishment; and if allowed any degree
appointed by the city authorities to deliver a eulogy on the of intercourse, it is by sufferance, out of compassion to
late President Madison, and that the services in commem their poverty and misery, and as act of grace and clemency
oration of his decease, will probably take place at the latter from the Son of Heaven. All applications on the part of
part of August.
European nations for free trade and intercourse have been
The Polytechny.—The late John B. Yates, Esq. of rejected, and for the most part, with every mark of indig.
nity.
But, of late, vessels, both British and American,
Chittenango, formerly of the firm of Yates and M’lntyre,
celebrated lottery managers, recently died, and has left the have entered some of the ports on the eastern coast, in face
bulk of his estate, said to be three or four hundred thousand of the law, have been welcomed by the inhabitants, and
dollars, to trustees for the endowment of a school, to be have tiaded in the article of opium, to a great extent and
called the Polytechny, “embracing literary instruction, with immense profits. The fact is well known to the gov
combined with the pursuits of real life, of every practicable ernment, and has produced much alarm ; for, with all its
description.’ The institution is to be modelled upon a pride, the Chinese government knows its own utter weak
plan laid down by the testator, in a memorial to the leg ness. It is universally admitted on the spot that it does
islature of New York, in the year 1830. It is by the will not own a ship or a regiment which could stand, for a mo
made the first duty of the trustees to petition the Legist a- ment, before European troops or ships of war. Indeed
ture of the State to accept the devise, for the objects nam  the approach of a single unarmed merchantman to the
ed, confirming its permanency by the appointment of a town of Shantung produced an inquiry from the Emperor
governor “who shall not be liable to removal by the fluc to the Governor of the adjoining province of Cheihle whe
tuations of party, or the miserable charlatanry of political ther it would not be necessary to fortify the mouth of the
Pihho.
jugglers.”
In this posture of things the question is discussed in the
It such a law cannot be obtained to the satisfaction of
the trustees, the whole estate is to bo employed, in sums Chinese Repository, in what manner the British govern
not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars to a state, in ment ought to proceed, in order to obtain a commercial
forming such institutions in such states as a majority of the treaty? and it is suggested, 1st, That it can never be ob
tained by cringing submission and humble entreaty. This
trustees may select. — Christian Intelligencer.
has been tried in vain by the Portuguese, Dutch, and even
by the Russians. This last nation has indeed a soft of
Horrible—A letter from Philadelphia to the editor of treaty,
and residents at Peking, but they are watched as
the New York Herald, furnishes the following particulars
of the Murder of Mr. Kohll, by a Roman Catholic Priest spies, and treated with indignity. Nor have the previous
embassies of Great Britain herself met with better success.
named Hertzogg, in Bucks county:
It is therefore insisted that the Govecnment is to he ap
Mr. Kohll was a German, and a Catholic, and it is said proached in a tone of demand, and with a demonstration
a man of very intemperate habits. A few days before his of force, though without any serious intention to use it.—
death he questioned the right or rather the power of Mr. This, it is said,will be all suffi.ient to ensure acquie c nee.
Hertzogg, to forgive sins; and offered to,send him one of The Chinese government is aptly compared to a village
Martin Luther’s books on the Reformation. Two or cur
; ‘the little animal barks furiously, pursues, and tries
three days after that the Priest, Mr. II., came to Mr. to bite the stranger who is unprovided with a stick, partic
Kholl’s house and found him in bed sick, and laboring un ularly if he runs ; hut, when he turn around, the cur draws
der the effects of ardent spirits, and as soon as he beheld back; if he lifts his stick, the cur flies; if he actually
him in this helpless condition, he commenced beating him strikes, the cur becomes more cautious in future not to be
with a cowskin in the most outrageous manner, in the the aggressor, and even'seeks to conciliate the offended par
presence of his wife , who got the cowskin out of his hand. ty by fawning, wagging his tail, and licking the hand that
He then seized a chair and began to beat him with that; gave the blow-’
at which time some of the neighbors came in and succeeded
The government having been brought to listen, the next
in putting him out of the house; but he broke in and com step
is to obtain a full acknowledgment of Great Britain
menced to beat him again, but was finally driven off.
as an independent state. For in the imperial records it
A few days after this Mr. Kohll died, and requested, be holds, at present, as do all barbarian powers, the rank of a
fore he expired, that the priest should be indicted for an dependent tributary province of the Celestial Empire, not
assault and battery.
so respectable as Corea,-Siam, &c. In the next place the
The inhabitants in the neighborhood were very much constant residence of a minister at Peking is to be insisted
afraid of the priest, and did not apprehend him. The Pro on. Then a fixed tariff, publicly known and understood;
secuting Attorney of the county, II. Henry, Esq. had him with the total abolition of the present Cohong system,
apprehended, and his trial will take place in September.
which leaves commerce in the hands of the “mandarin mer
I understand that Mr. Hertzogg’s plea is, that “Mr. chants,” as they are called. Then the admission of Brit
Kholl had a violent fit of mania potu, and that he was us ish vessels at every port where there is a custom house; to
ing his endeavors to quiet him
in which it is to be la gether with free intercourse with the natives and unrestric
mented, lie was but too successful.
ted locomotion; and finally The prohibition of all insult
Great failure and Forgery—It lias been rumored several ing edicts.
A treaty with these outlines, it is said, can be obtained,
times within a few months, what has at length proved true,
that Benjamin Rathbun, the master spirit of Buffalo, N. if firmly demanded, without the necessity of any actual
Y. has failed. The affairs of this gentleman have been a force or bloodshed. The appearance of a few frigates and
subject of speculation for some time, and his notes, endor sloops of war upon the coast is all that is recommended as
sed by responsible men, have been forced in the market at necessary.
And then, as to the question of right; it is contended
the rate of three or four per cent discount per month. In
addition to large operations in real estate, Mr. Rathbun that the Chinese Government has no right, against the
had four stores kept in his own name, three of which were wishes of the entire nation, against reason, and the evident
one hundred and fifty feet deep, filled with valuable mer good of the country, to prohibit all social intercourse with
chandise. He had in his employ, twenty-eight clerks, and nations holding peaceful relations to it. And that, as this
two thousand other persons in various departments of his Government refuses to observe the principles of intertiabusiness. He owned the line of stages from Buffalo to ional law toward other nations, those nations are under no
Batavia, and almost all the lines running out of the former obligation to observe those laws toward it. And it is in
place; and for this and other pur poses employed six hun sisted, that Great Britain ought no longer to submit to be
dred horses. On more than a million of his paper, he treated as a feeble tributary province, and allow her citizens
has forged the names of rich neighbors. For example lie to be treated with indignity and oppression, by a semi-bar
once induced twelve gentlemen to endorse three notes for barous and despotic government, which would shrink in a
$5000 each. These notes with the endorsements were moment from the demonstration of her power, though not
multiplied as he pleased and passed unsuspected, in Wall a shot would be fired.
Such arc the views maintained by an able writer on the
street, Canada, &c. Rathbun and a brother who is charg
ed with having executed tliejbrgeries, have fled to Canada. spot, and who states his tacts with the fearlessness of one
who cannot be contradicted. Should views like these pre
Traveller.
The Rathbuns, Benjamin and Lyman, of Buffalo, re vail in the British Cabinet, the most important conse
quences
may be expected to the future prospects, not only
turned to the city during the night after their failure be
came public, and they were arrested and are confined in of our own commercial interests, but ol the success of the
prison, to answer to the charge of forgery. It is stated mission cause, and the rapid extension of Messiah’s domin
that the name of Daniel E. Evans is forged to paper to the ion in the eastern world.—New York Observer.
amount of more than $250,000. Forged paper to the
amount of $70,000, it is said, is held by one bank in Ohio.
Farm for Sale.
Patriot.
HE Subscriber offers for sale his farm situated on the
Mt. Vernon and Gambier road, 2 miles from the lat
Buffalo Exchange—The building of the new exchange
ter and 3 from the former, and about half a mile west of
for “the city of the. west” was commenced on Monday last.
Its dimensions are to be as follows,200 feet by 235 : height the Seminary land, containing
from the sidewalk to the top of the dome 222 feet; height
170
of the dome 31 feet, diameter 60 feet. The Buffalo Jour
nal says that the whole is to be built of cut stone, and will of which about 80 acres are under fence, and about 30
be finished in about two years. The location is unrivalled acres under culture. There are two log Dwellings and
nearly in the centre of Main street, the beautiful monu Barn, a young Orchard of about 800 fruit trees ot differ
ment to Perry in front, and commanding the finest view ent kinds, about one-half of which are bearing trees. The
the city affords, of Lake Erie and the glorious Niagara.— lot is well Timbered. There is a small Sugar Camp of
about 250 trees and several good springs. An indisputable
Christian Intelligencer.
title will be given.
It is said that the present Pope of Rome, Gregory XVI,
Those wishing to purchase can obtain further informa
expends about 3,000,000 piastres per annum, over and above tion by applying to the subscriber on the premises.
the Papal See, and to “raise the wind” he is in the regular
NICHOLAS TORODE.
habit of pawning to bankers the prospective revenues of
N. B. Several other small Lots to dispose of.
certain portions of his territory.
Gambier, August 21.—tf
It is stated that Major General Scott has, in consequence
of bis recall from the South, applied for a Court of Inquiry
In Chancery.
into his conduct, and that his request will probably be ac
Abiel Foster vs. Abiel Chandler.
ceded to.
HE said Abiel Chandler is hereby notified that on the
The Hon Richard Rush has been selected by the Pres
18th of July, A. D. 1836, the sa.d Abiel Foster filed
ident to carry into effect the bequest left by Mr. Smithin the Court of Common Fleas of the County of Knox
son of England, to the people of the United States, for
the purpose of establishing a University at the seat of Gov and State of Ohio, a bill in Chancery against the said Abiel
Chandler, the object and prayer of which bill is to obtain
ernment.
a specific performance of a certain agreement entered into
Cholera at the South.—A letter dated Alexandria, La. between Abiel Foster the father of said Complainant and
June 15th states that several persons had recently died at said defendant for the conveyance of Lot No. 13, Section
that place of Asiatic Cholera. “Night before last, (we 1, Township 9, Range 11, U. S. Military Land in the
quote tlie letter,) our friend Shaw was seized violently— District of Ohio, and in case the said Defendant should
his was an aggravated case—and he survived only 22 not be able so to do that he shall refund the purchase mo
hours.”
ney interest and damages by reason of the premises—And
Brickmakcrs look out.—A cargo of bricks from 1 rance the said Abiel Chandler is further notified that unless he
lias lately arrived at Charleston, S. C-, and were sold for appears and pleads, answers or demurs to the said bill with
$11 per M. What next, we should like to know, wil >e in sixty days after the next term of said Court the said
Abiel Foster at the Term next after the expiration of said
imported into this country !—Salem Gazette.
Steam-Boat Disaster—We learn that the steam-boat sixty days will apply to said Court to take the matters of
Motto, Capt. Bonta, on her first trip from Cincinnati to said bill as confessed, and decree thereon accordingly.
D. CAMPBELL DUNLAP,
Pittsburgh near the mouth of the Little Kenhawa burst
Sol. for CompFt.
her boiler. Eight persons were killed, and twelve or fifteen
Dated July 18, 1836.—6w
badly scalded. Among the killed, were two engineers, and
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blasphemy of gamblers.

Out of such customers Wilson it; but there is a duty which I have not discharged thia
morning, which I owe to the King of kings—that of per

From the Gloucester Telegraph’:
found no difficulty in forming a band of robbers^-witrr forming domestic worship ; and your Majesty will be kind
not.’' ,vThose that seek me early shall find me,” .
A DROWNING MAN’S APPEAL.
POETRY.
whom he formed the plan of murdering the crews ot every enough to excuse me, while I retire with my household
she said'was another precious promise.
Messrs. Editors:—As I was walking the oth boat that stopped at his tavern, and ot sending the boats and attend to it.” "Certainly,” replied the king, «<but I
Her young friends and sisters she frequently
manned by some of bis own party to New Orleans, and
From the Boston Mercantile Journal.
entreated to go to Jesus,urging upon them with er day I was accosted by a man whom I did not there sell their cargoes for cash, which was conveyed by land, am going with you,” and immediately rose and followed
him down into the hall, where his family were assembled,
TEMPERANCE HYMN.
special emphasis, the odious nature of sin, the know, but whose face gave evident tokens that, through Tennessee and Kentucky; the party returning aud
taking his station in an old arm chair, which, I under
he
was
a
rum
di
inker.
After
some
common

with
it
being
instructed
to
murder
and
rob
on
all
good
oc

willingness
of
Christ
to
receive
them,
and
the
The wine cup sparkies full and bright,
stand, has acquired an immense value from that circum
place
questions
and
answers,
he
began
to
speak
on
the
road.
casions
rich comforts of religion.
"With promises of rich delight;
stance, remained, during the family demotions. riiis anec
After a lapse of time, the merchants of the upper dote certainly reflects honor upon his Lordship and hi*
Yet trust not its delusive glow,
A friend asked her, “if she did not wish to upon the subject of grog-shops and licenses; country
began
to
be
alarmed,
on
finding
their
prop

A deadly poison lurks below.
arid his observations were so pertinent and for erty made no returns, and their people never coming back. Majesty ;—while it exhibits in the one the dignity of un
get well?’’
cible, that I think it worth my while to lay them Several families and respectable men, who had gone down yielding Christian principle, it displays in the other, at
That poison’s strength ye may not dare—
“No,” she replied; “I had rather die.”
For want and wretchedness are there.
the river were never heard of, and the losses so frequent, least the courtesy of a gentleman, and the natural homage
before your readers.
“
Are
you
willing
to
leave
your
sister
and
It bears upon its tainted breath,
that it raised at length aery of individual distress, and which every man feels for a consistent, religious character.
“
This
rum
selling,
”
said
the
man,
“
is
a
terri

brother?
”
The curse of Folly, Sin and Death.
dismay. This naturally led to inquiry ; and large —Sprague'» Letters.
ble business. It is bad enough to drink rum, general
“Yes, all of them,”
rewards were offered for the discovery of the perpetrators
And ye who fill the fatal bowl
but
I
am
sure
it
is
a
great
deal
worse
to
sell
it.
“But do you not love them?”
Flowers__ With much quaintness, mannerism and a
of such unparalleled crimes.
That helps destroy a brother’s soul,
It soon came out, that Wilson, with an organized party conceited affectation in his poetry, parts which, however,
“Yes, I love them dearly—hut I love Christ I have good reason to think so; for these grog
Remember! He, the Just and Good,
shops are ruining me and several of my neigh of forty-five men, was the cause of such waste of blood are exquisitely beautiful, Mr. Leigh Hunt’s prose is alto
Will at your hands require the blood.
better.”
treasure; that he had a station at Hurricane island, to gether delightful. For instance, what can be fresher, or
When she at another time expressed a de bors. I am a strong hearty man, as able to get and
Oh, cast at once the lure away;
arrest every boat that passed by the mouth of tbs cavern, more redolent of the very thing he describes, than his fan
my
living
as
any
body;
and
I
try
to
do
the
best
sire
to
die,
she
was
asked,
“
if
she
thought
she
No longer hold the tempter’s sway;
and that he had agents at Natchez and New Orleans, of cies about flowers?
should enjoy the employments of heaven were lean__ Sometimes I do not drink a drop for presumed respectability, who converted his assignments in
And win for all ye count as lost,
“Put but a rose, a lilly, or a violet, on your table, and
A richer gain than earth can boast.
three months together ; but every now and then to cash,though they knew the goods to be stolen, or obtain- you and Lord Bacon have a custom in common ; for that
she now to be carried there?”
gieat and wise man was in the habit ot having the flowers
“When I am made like Christ I shall,” was rum gets the better of me—and while I ed by the commission of murder.
Our Father ! from thy throne on high,
The publicity of Wilson’s transactions soon broke up of the season set upon hi» table—morning, we believe ,
am drunk or halfdrunk, I not only earn nothing,
the reply.
Behold us with benignant eye,
his party; some dispersed, others were taken prisoners, noon and night—that is to say, it alibis meals, for dinner,
I bine influence spread in every heart,
When speaking of the time as coming, when but I waste my money and run into debt, and and
he himself was killed by one of his associates, who in his time, was taken at noon; and why should he not
And Strength and Truth and Grace impart.
she should be made perfectly holy and like Christ every year I get more and more behind hand. was tempted by the reward offered for the head of the have flowers at all his meals, seeing that they were growing
all day ? Now, here is a fashion that shall last you fortvev
her countenance assumed a heavenly expres If I did not see it, I should not want it; but I gangJUVENILE.
This cavern measures about 12 rods in length, and 5 in if you please, never changing with silks and velvets and
sion of joy, and she exclaimed, It seems almost have to pass by that grog-shop on the hill twice
width; its entrance presents a width of 80 feet at its base, silver forks, nor dependant upon the caprice of some fine
impossible when I think of it; but it is not too every day. I always go by it with fear and and
The interior walls are smooth rocks. The gentleman or lady, who have nothing but caprice and
From the Christian Witness.
high for Christ. The grass withereth, the flow trembling; for though I may get safe by for floor25is high.
very remarkable, being level through the whole change to give them importance and a sensation. Does
THE CHILD’S TESTIMONY—No. II.
er fadeth but the word of our God abideth for ty-nine times, the fiftieth time I cannot help length of the centre, the sides rising in stony grades, in the any reader misgive himself, and fancy that to help himself,
Octavia’s tenderness of conscience was great, ever; his word and his salvation are everlasting, stepping in ; and if I once get in there it is all manner of setts in the pit of a theatre. On a diligent to such comforts as these would be ‘trifling ?’ If this were
ghe was always watchful, lest she should not be they cannot fail.”
over with me.—The town has voted not to have scrutiny of the wall, it is plainly discerned, that the an trifling, then was Bacon a trifler, then was the great Conde
inhabitants, at a very remote period, had made use of a trifler, and the old Republican Ludlow, and all the great
She manifested great interest in the conver any licenses; well, if they will only stick to cient
patient and willing to suffer the whole will of
this cave as a house of deliberation and council. The and good spirits that have loved flowers, and Milton’s Ad
sion
of
the
heathen,
and
the
success
of
mission

that,
it
will
be
the
making
of
us.
—
I
under

walls bear many hieroglyphics, well executed, and some of am himself—nay, heaven itself, for heaven made theso
God.
The day seemed long to her; when she was ary efforts; she once remarked, “How much I stand the i um-sellers have hired a lawyer to go them represent animals which have no resemblance to harmless elegancies, and blessed them with the universal
good will of the wise and innocent. The same mightv
not indulged with the visits of pious friends,— should like to see some ot the little heathen before the County Commissioners, and are look any now known to natural history.
energy which whirls the earth around the sun, and crashes
she said, that she loved to see them, because children where the missionaries have taught ing around to pick up witnesses to prove their
The following humorous morsel from the Philadelphia the heavens with thunderbolts, produces the lilies of the
them about Christ, and where they have believ good moral character. Why, sir, it seems to
they loved God.
valley,
and the few drops that keeps them fair.”—Vermont
Commercial Advertiser, shows very truly that every situa
Through all the suffering of her protracted ed upon him; how happy they must be, and how me now-a-days, when the effects of rum-selling tion
Chronicle.
has its vexatious:
illness, she remained calm and cheerful—never must they love their teachers!”
are so well known, it is proof positive against
We had an admirable chance yesterday of showing our
Her fever was now very high, she suffered any man’s character that he wants to keep a good
did a murmur escape her lips; her mind, undis
nature, and hope we convinced many of our subscri
A NTI-CONTAGIOUSNESS OF LIME.
turbed by the troubles of the body, seemed fast a great deal of pain in all her limbs, with a hard grog-shop. 1 have suffered by it, sir, and I may bers that we have no small share of that rare but valuable
Lime is an antidote to contagion, a preservation against
cough, and darting sharp pains through the speak strongly: but in my opinion, rum-selling commodity in our composition; indeed, wa must confess infection, and ay a means of purifying sinks, vaults &e. is
maturing for heaven.
During the short rides which she was accus lungs, attended by constant soreness, yet she is no better than highway robbery. In fact it is that we found we had more than we had given ourselves one of the most useful of substances. By making proper
for; but there is nothing like putting one’s self to applications of this cheap, but powerful agent, together
tomed to take in the earlier period of her sick was always patient, and would tell you that her worse—for if a man meets me boldly in the credit
the trial sometimes. And what was this trial ? say you :
ness, she would often contrast the town with the sufferings were nothing in comparison with what road, and puts his pis.tol to my breast and de simply this:—-just as we had sat down to peruse the morn wito a due attention to cleanliness and ventilation, the air
jails, hospitals, ships, &c. may be rendered comparative
quiet beauties of the country,—looking upon the Saviour suffered for sinners. “When I have mands my money, I have the chance of resist ing papers, in came a young man who asked for extra cop in
ly sweet and salubrious. A quantity of lime while hot
the town, she would say, “there is the work of hard pains,” she would say, “the best cure for ing him, or at any rate he only takes what I ies of that and the two preceding day’s papers, as they con and quick scattered every day or two, into the vaults of
man,”—and then fondly turning to the still them is to think of the Saviour’s sufferings, then have in my pocket, and I soon can earn more tained something which his father wished to see, and he back houses, and other repositories of offensive matter is
destroyed his. He was served, and we sat down again indispensable as well to health as to cleanliness.
scene before her, she would point to the rich I lay me down still, and it makes all my pains and make up my loss. But these grog-sellers had
to our labors. Presently a gentleman stepped in to request
We should think it a very serious matter if we were
fields and meadows, the majestic trees covered go away.”
set themselves down by the road side, and stick that we would be good enough to let him have another copy forced
to eat tainted provisions and drink filthy water ;
with foliage, and the smooth water before us,
One of her feeble days, she was left asleep a rum bottle in the window for a bait, or they of the paper, as he had sent his away to his friend—“aye, and yet many people appear very well satisfied, when at
aye,
sir,
”
was
our
reply,
and
he
was
served.
Scarcely
had
and exclaim, “Oh, there is such perfection in at the dinner hour; waking and finding herself pretend, perhaps, to sell flour and groceries,
every breath they take a sustance into their lungs, which
we seated ourselves when a lad came in with Mr.--------- ’s is not only nauseous but poisonous. 'Phis inconvenience
all the works of God! this is almost too much alone, she attempted to call me, but her voice and to get us to go in. Well sir, when we are compliments,
and wished we would send him three of each however, they submit to, when the remedy is cheap, and
to behold! but we know not what a beautiful was faint, and I did not hear her; she felt very once in there, they plunder us not only of our of the papers containing Losing and Winning—to wit,
always to be obtained when and whore the evil ex
place heaven will be!” It was the finger of God hungry, and the tears came in her eyes, but money, but of our time, our character, our Thursday’s Friday’s Saturday’s, Monday’s, Tuesdays, and almost
ists.
’s: his wish was complied with, with great
that she saw in the beautiful picture of Nature, when she thought how Christ “was an hunger health ; and more yet, they run us in debt, and Wednesday
The
walls of cellars, dairy rooms, sitting rooms, and in
so plunder us before hand of our future earn cheerfulness. “Sir,” said a very friendly subscriber, I deed of all apartments' much occupied by human being*
and her highest delights here only led her to ed,” that quieted her, and she laid quite still.
think I can do you some good
My mother is now at
ings.
dwell upon the more elevated enjoyments of a
Rockaway, my brother Tom and his wife are at Bedford should be well coated with good caustic lime white wash, at
“
If
you
will
only
keep
rum
out
of
my
sight,
springs,
and brother Jim and my sisters are down at the least once a year. The time of its application may as well
hereafter,
TEMPERANCE.
just before the heat of summer becomes oppressive.—
I shall get along well enough; but I can’t see Cape; now, if you will just do up in three packages files be
“What do people do,” she once inquired,
In London, says an English writer, a society is organized
it every day and not want to drink it; no man of your paper for a week past—mind, put up the whole of for the ‘Cure and Prevention of Contagious Fevers in the
“who are sick, and have not Christ to think
From the Temperance Advocate.
numbers for a week past,—and let me have a file also
can resist a temptation that is all the time be the
about? Are they not cross all the time? I am
for myself, I have no doubt it will be of great service in Metropolis,” and they have appropriated a certain sum of
THOUGHT.
setting him. Put down these grog-shops, and bringing your paper into notice. How could we refuse to money for purifying the tainted habitations of the poor---sure I should be.”
method consists simply in washing the walls of the
As we were riding, we stopped one day at
youtn or
Not long since, a youth
of seventeen or I shall do as well as any body. As long as I kind and considerate a friend? A denial was out of the Their
room with hot lime which renders the rooms to which the
question,
and
we
complied
with
his
request.
“
But
to
can
keep
sober
I
am
willing
to
work,
and
am
the dwelling ofa sick and aged Christian, whom eighteen, after attending a horse race within the
make a long story short,” we were called upon by A. B. C. white wash is applied, perfectly sweet and wholesome. In
she wished much to see. When we turned corporation of this City, and then a regularly- able to provide for my family; but if that grog D. &c.—for papers, till we gave away over one hundred, for the villages of New England, tho practice ef white wash
from the house, she said, “How good God is ! licensed grog-shop, staggered into a house shop stands there five years longer, I shall eith two of which only, we were paid. And now, gentle read ing the walls of apartments is common, in cities it is not
er, 1' ave we not proved to your entire satisfaction that we so common. The walls of the apartments of our more
-—Though I am so young; and she is so old, in the vicinity, and requested a night’s er be dead or else in the poor house.”
opulent citizens are usually decorated with costly paper, or
The above, Messrs. Editors, is no fiction. I have uncommon good nature? If not, try us again, and something
God makes us both happy alike, and it will be lodgings. In the morning, he appeared as
else, which answers as a receptacle for foul air,
we
will,
in
the
most
gracious
manner
we
are
master
of,
but a little while before we both meet in Hea might be expected, feverish, foolish, dirty and have endeavored to give as faithfully as I could serve you, free, gratis, for nothing, if you wish it.
and which would be spoiled by white washing: and if they
prefer finery to health, they must enjoy their own whims,
ashamed ; and was asked how a man so young the substance of what the man said to me. I
ven.”
and pay their own Doctor’s bill.—dV. F. Farmer.
The little that she spent in the open air was as he appeared to be, could yield to such dis must confess I was very much struck by it.—
ESCAPE FROM A RATTLESNAKE,---- ON COLUMBIA RIVER.
to her a season of great enjoyment; “this is a graceful habits ? His answer was—“I did not I he appearance and earnestness of the speaker
A curious incident occurred, at this spot to one of our
The Plaque.—Extract of a letter from Mr. Goodell,
pretty town and a large one,” said she, on such think I was drinking so much." Did not think gave it a force which it Joses when put upon men, named La Course, which was near proving fatal---- missionary of the American Board at Constantinople, dat
an occasion, “but all these buildings are imper ah! too true. How much thought would it paper; but even there, I think no man of any This man had stretched himself on the ground, after the ed June 9, 1835.
“You ask about the plague here, whether it be the same
fect and perishable; they are the works of man ; have required, to have taught this young man, feeling can read it without a mixture of pity and fatigue of the day, with head resting on a small package
of goods, and quietly fell asleep. While in this situation 1 honibledisea.se which raged so terribly in London in 1665?
they are not half so handsome as one of these that by drinking only a little—by drinking mod indignation.
passed him and was almost petrified at seeing a large rattle 1 answer, the very same. There is nothing here of which
green banks—man cannot make any thing so erately, all the drunkards are made. The least
snake moving from his side to his left breast. My first the people stand in so much dread* When a person (whe
beautiful.” She said, that she could not tell reflection would have shown him, that in this
TEMPERANCE ABROAD.
impulse was to alarm La Course. But an old Canadian, ther male or female, a child or an adult) is seized with it,
why, but every thing looked beautiful that God way only, does drunkenness prevail to its pres
We have cheering accounts of the progress whom I had beckoned to the spot, requested me to make it is usual for all his friends to forsake him and flee. No
noise, alleging it would merely cross the body and go physician dares come near him. The moment he is dead,
ent awful extent. Notone in ten of those who of the Temperance cause in England.— no
made.
away. He was mistaken; for, on reaching the man’s left porters are hired to take up the body and (without coffin'
She had a little basket filled with flowers and commence drinking moderately, at the age of Throughout Scotland the old societies after shoulder,
the serpent deliberately coiled itself, but did not
funeral service) put it in the hole, which has liven dug
laid upon
her bed, that she might
,
_ look at them; this young man, fails of becoming a drunkard; two years of partial activity had died away; ippear to meditate an attack. Having made signs to sev or
for the purpose. The family in the mean time pitch their
she asked, “if it was wicked for her to love the I and never was there a single drunkard, who at but were again revived, principally through the eral others, who joined us, it was determined that two men tent in the field; and they are not allowed to return to
should advance a little in front to divert the attention of the their house, or to come in contact with any person for for
flowers so much? God made them : —shesaid 1 first drank imoderately. The insidiousness of influence of the Preston Advocate.
snake, while one should approach La Course behind, and
—“they are His work, and it is perfect.
the poison, constitutes its dangerous character.
The Editor of that paper, Mr. Leriesy re with a long stick, endeavor to remove it from his body,— ty “days.
the plague is very virulent, the patient often dies
“Sister,” she added, “you cannot take your ’ How much thought would it likewise have re- ceived a silver medal from the Committee of The snake, on observing the men advance in front, instant the When
day he is attacked ; but generally, be lives two
scissors and cut a leaf like one ot these green
(0 have shown that grog-seller his sin? the Birmingham Temperance Society, in honor ly raised its bead, darted out its forked tongue, and shook three,same
or even more days. As there is always more or less
leaves.” 1 aking up a moss rose, she called me i—Here is a young man, under age, making of his distinguished efforts in the cause. The its rattles—all indications of anger. Everyone was now plague in Constantinople, wc always keep a quarantine
to admire it with her, and said, ‘ even a paint- [ himself drunk by your instrumentality, and Rev. John Angell James, delivered a very in in a state of feverish agitation as to the fate of poor La more or less strict, according to its proximity to us, and acCourse, who still lay slumbering,unconscious of his danger 1 cording to its virulence. When it is very bad, we always
ing is coarse compared with the delicacy of this plunging into certain ruin by your help. Veri teresting address on that occasion.
when the man behind, who had procured a stick seven feet read lhe 91st Psalm. About six weeks a2o, one of the
and yet how beautiful God makes all the flow ly, there is a God that judgeth in the earth.—
in length,
Inmyth. cnnnonlv
nlunwrl nm>
«ml of it
it under
ntolor tho
/tmhvl I1 t*..i
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°
.
suddenly placed
one end
the coiled
Vigorous measures are pursued to diminish in
little girls in the school died of it, She was attacked
ers
As he is a just God, and a righteous, he will the use of strong beer. Bitter opposition is en reptile, and succeeded in pitching it upwards of ten feet with it in school, and went home and died; but through a
When admiring the brillant reflection of the not suffer such cold, hard-hearted selfishness, countered, but very cheering success rewards from the man’s body. A shout of joy was the first intima merciful Providence, no one took it from her, and the
tion La Course received of bis wonderful escape, while, in school was not interrupted a single day. I ought to add,
sun upon the water, she remarked, “We can to go unrequited—he will not suffer men to go the effort to induce the abandonment of this the
mean time, the man with the stick pursued the snake, that when a person has recovered from the plague, he is
hardly behold this, it is so dazzling bright—but with impunity, who, for the sake of a few cents, species of intoxication. This will be seen front which
he killed. It was three feet six inches long, and ele not proof against another attack, but is still as susceptibla
only think of Christ the Sun of Righteousness, would ruin an immortal soul of his, worth more the following extracts.
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Another brewer having it in contemplation to to the smell of tobacco in consequence of which we opened —poker, tongs and all—keep them all going.”
a beautiful text that, „is, _‘Blessed are, the
, dead
, to Hell, going down to the chambers of death.” erect a splendid brewery, has abandoned the a bale of it and strewed a quanity of loose leaves about the
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to think that they may die without Christ: if
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